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FROM THE BOARD PRESIDENT
We are pleased to present you with the activities and services that our
tremendously skilled and caring staff have provided over the past year. First Place,
our newest and largest supportive housing centre, has settled in and the building
issues that had caused difficulty for staff and tenants have been resolved to much
relief of everyone!
The Board spent much time on strategic planning, especially focused on the succession of our
Executive Director, Karen O'Shannacery, who has provided vision, leadership and oversight of our
Society since Lookout's inception. Committed to the goal of helping people end their homelessness,
we searched for a new leader that would bring the same passion and caring as Karen has, to our
principles, values and goals. Our incoming Executive Director, Shayne Williams, brings all of this and
more to Lookout and we are looking forward to working with him through this time of transition!
The people we serve experience many challenges in addition to poverty and homelessness, and our
caring staff, whether they are working in our shelters, housing, outreach or drop in, provide skilled
support in inventive ways to assist each of them. The satisfaction surveys and testimonials from
people we serve demonstrate how appreciative they are of the staff, and their effectiveness. I thank
the staff and leadership team for your dedication, caring and investment in providing our homeless
solutions! I want to recognize our volunteers as well: an amazing increase of people joining our staff
to assist. Your generosity and kindness is essential for Lookout to reach and support those people
who are in need; we cannot do it without you! Thank you for your help!
I want to thank Lookout's Board members, their expertise and dedication provides direction to the
Society. I have appreciated working with you all over my 11 years of giving to the Society.
Lastly, I want to recognize Karen, her selfless, tremendous efforts to create minimal-barrier homeless
solutions have paved the way for many other housing and service providers and been well recognized
by funders, sector leaders and the people we serve. On behalf of all of us at Lookout, I want to thank
you Karen for all that you have done. Rest assured, we will continue striving towards the goal of
ending homelessness! Enjoy your well-earned retirement, we are honoured to have worked along
side you!
Respectfully,
Jonathan Meadows, President
Board of Directors
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Karen, O’Shannacery, Executive Director
June, 2014

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
This past year has been difficult in many ways, but has demonstrated that the Lookout 'family'
can and does rise to the occasion, pulling even closer together, supporting and guiding each
other as we address the pressures and changes that affect us and the people we serve.
There is no doubt that the downturn of the economy has affected the ability of our funders to
keep up with the cost pressures associated with providing homes and services to people who
have ever more complex health and social needs. This has meant, for instance, the adjustment
of budgets to real costs of the day, has not been able to happen this year. And funders are looking for ways to offer
services differently, which resulted in the reduction of our HIV funded Outreach team by four full time positions,
and the restriction of two new positions to only serve HIV infected individuals, rather than continue our
preventative measures. We solely hope that the funders work closely together, Lookout and sister service
providers and other key stakeholders, including the homeless, to collaboratively design a seamless coordinated
system of support and service that has multiple entry points to enhance access and achieve what the homeless
want: decent, affordable homes with the appropriate levels of support to make that housing successful. But such a
system should be built on the principles of respect for the individual and their privacy. Lookout again lost ground in
our struggle to maintain control of our own clientele files, protecting file access but losing significant funding in the
process. With the aftermath of government experiencing a lack of trust in the non-profit service provider sector,
there is more interest in tighter controls on contracts and budgets that make it more difficult to maintain an ethical
stand around people's privacy, and provides barriers to the flexible, responsive services that are essential to meet
the needs of people who have few housing and service options. Despite these pressures, I am optimistic that the
relationship between Lookout and our funders remains strong, and together ways will be found to demonstrate the
accountabilities that funders rightfully need, without compromising our responsibility to our clientele.
This year was also difficult in that Al Mitchell, a beloved Manager, mentor and
friend passed suddenly. His humour, approach and caring are sorely missed, but
well recognized, through the renaming of the building he'd worked in for many
years: Al Mitchell Place, and his shelter, to Al Mitchell Shelter!
Our staff team continued to grow and assist people to flourish, occupancy in all
our housing and shelters remained extremely high, with the greatest barrier
facing our clientele continuing to be the lack of affordable, suitable housing for
people to transition to. Minimal-barrier services are essential to eliminating
homelessness, a goal that Lookout continues to strive towards every day, at
each of our sites. It has been my honour to lead such a team of dedicated
workers not only over this past year, but over the entire history of Lookout.
The Management Team provides leadership and by working together, enables
Lookout to remain a leader of best practices in the sector.
My thanks to the insights and assistance of the Executive; their strong strategic
approach deals superbly with difficult issues fundamental to good operations. For example, Chris,
our Director of Finance, spearheaded a redesign of our financial system that enables us to save significant time in
getting accurate reports to our funders. I thank our numerous volunteers, I cannot say it enough: we cannot meet
the needs without you: you honour us by sharing your time, energy and caring, and provide such a wonderful
impact on services! One volunteer I would especially like to acknowledge is the outgoing President of the Board,
Jonathan Meadows. His support, mentorship and guidance has served me and Lookout in excellent stead!
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As I look towards retirement, I am so appreciative of the incoming Executive Director, Shayne Williams. A visionary,
he shares Lookout values and principles especially in the provision of minimal-barrier
collaborative services. Understands the pressures to do more with less, and the
challenges faced by the funders. I am confident that Lookout is in good capable hands,
moving forward to the future. Please welcome and support Shayne in his new role.
It has been my honour to work alongside people who have experienced homelessness,
staff, volunteers and students that are committed to assisting people who are homeless
and a great number of people who have supported me over the years to create
homeless solutions that are respectful and effective. Special recognitions are difficult
because I don't want to leave anyone out inadvertently, but your dedication and
assistance has enabled Lookout to grow unique, responsive services. Thank you all for
your trust and support.

Brian Collard, Chairperson, Client Advisory Committee
June 2014

CLIENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT

Well, five years now and the Client Advisory Committee is still going strong. Our
committee has been busy this past year. We have been giving our insight on services
and housing delivery, providing recommendations on the content of the annual
satisfaction surveys, and providing a feedback mechanism for consumers of Lookout
services. We have had quite a voice (which we are entirely grateful for) in program
development and service planning. Our WiFi pilot is showing promise: the Jim Green WiFi is
improving and further work is underway, and we also now have free WiFi at The LivingRoom. We have seats still
open for anyone receiving Lookout services who may be interested in joining the Client Advisory Committee.
Anyone interested can contact myself at briancollard@hotmail.com or they can contact Admin at 604-255-0340
and ask for Mary.
We are all sad to see Karen going and hope she keeps in touch. Maybe we could all Facebook friend request her.
Thank You Karen for everything. We of the CAC have a special surprise for Karen. At the same time we would like
to extend a warm welcome to Shayne Williams as our new ED of Lookout.
Members of CAC look forward to continuing to strengthen our work with the staff and management in our
respective buildings. We also are looking forward to many more years of service to Lookout.
Thank You.
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Leonard Levy, Director of Operations
June 2013

OPERATIONS REPORT

2013/14 was a year of loss and anticipated renewal. As many are aware, Al Mitchell passed
away unexpectedly and leaves a big hole in the heart of Lookout. As well, the year saw us
preparing for the retirement of Karen, one of Lookouts original founders and Executive Director.
Shayne Williams now takes over from Karen to lead Lookout forward.
The start of the long awaited and overdue renovations to the Sakura So building began with the
first phase of restoring and saving the exterior of the building. The interior renovations started
and got underway towards the end of the fiscal year and will continue into the next. When
complete, residents will be returning to new units and enhanced amenities.
As we finished 2012/2013 with a new Collective Agreement, there was basically no rest before HEABC and the
Association of Unions were back at the bargaining table and we were in the process again of planning for possible job
action. In what was really an unexpected surprise, HEABC and the Association of Unions were able to reach a five year
deal that sees some modest increases for our unionized staff.
This past year we offered 17 different courses with a total of 49 workshops and trainings, consisting of 498, down from
543 participants in 2012/13. Offerings included such workshops and trainings as; WHMIS, Addictions, Mental Health,
Bullying and Respectful communication, just to name a few.
Finally, the management team went through a strengthening exercise this past year, in which a number of key areas
were highlighted needing attention. The management team, through the establishment of a working group, looked at
how to establish more efficient and consistent processes across the organization, become more effective with their
workload and achieve a higher team performance. A number of changes were made to our meeting structures and
realignment of teams, in an attempt to be more accountable and responsive. Evaluation of these changes will be
undertaken mid-way through the year to see how successful they are.
A big welcome to Shayne, and all the best to Karen in her retirement.

FINANCIAL REPORT

Chris Wong, Director of Finance
June 2014

Changes, challenges, successes and accomplishments marked the year of 2013-14. These
translated into continuous growth and financial health to Lookout. The total revenues and
expenses had increased by $963.5K (5.0%) and $834.2K (4.4%) to $20.33M and 19.96M
respectively. The revenue growth represents the increased program funding primarily to
cover the 3% lift in salaries agreed upon with the union as outlined in the new Collective
Agreement. The operating surplus of $368.5K was results of concerted teamwork, improved operating
efficiency and effectiveness and excellent budget management.
Way back to 2012, the Finance and Management Teams foresaw and planned for needs of financial information
system upgrade and accounting structure revamp to cope with the changing, complex and demanding financial
reporting requirements. In this fiscal year, the Financial Information System was upgraded to the latest version.
The chart of accounts was re-designed to increase user friendliness and enhance versatility to meet changing
financial reporting, budgeting and financial analysis requirements, and prepares Lookout for future needs. Data
migration and validation was complex and were done with absolute accuracy as confirmed by Lookout’s internal
audit. The upgraded Financial Management System with the new chart of accounts was commissioned smoothly
and has been running exactly as designed. All the financial management reports and funder reports were
seamlessly integrated and automated which enable the reports preparation just a few clicks away. The missions of
Financial Information System upgrade and COA re-design were real challenges to the Finance Team, which were
accomplished with great success. Thanks to the unreserved support and dedication of the Board, staff, colleagues
and funders to these projects..
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PROGRAMS REPORT

Joyce Wilson, Director of Programs
June 2014

This past year has been a year of stabilization, of continuing challenges, of opportunities to
celebrate and of upcoming changes.
Last year, we celebrated the opening of First Place; this year, at First, we have watched the
development of a new sense of community, a strong staff team, and tenants’ new-found pride in
“home”. In many sites, we saw tenants gardening, cooking and sharing a meal together, working
together on tenant boards and committees for the betterment of their buildings as well as shelter
and outreach clients being connected with needed resources, finding stable and appropriate
housing after years of homelessness, and starting on a journey of recovery.
We also saw the start of significant renovations to both Sakura So and to our partnership program at Cordova’s
Residence. For both locations, all tenants, along with staff, had to be relocated, primarily to Tamura House; this meant
disruption and distress for tenants, facing both a move out and fitting into a new community, but looking forward to a
return to a newly renovated building. The renovation at Tamura House is expected to start later this year as well.
Overall, throughout the larger community, with many SRO hotels closed for renovation, all Lookout staff have been
challenged in helping clientele find appropriate and safe housing.
In our shelters, we have been serving less people and lengths of stay have stayed relatively flat. This has been due to the
lack of appropriate housing alternatives as well as an extremely difficult winter for disease outbreaks closing beds in our
shelters. In our Extreme Weather Response shelters on the North Shore, in Burnaby and New Westminster, we were
able to provide 1,532 instances of bringing people in from the cold or extremely wet weather, without barriers, keeping
them safe and warm with a good hot meal. We have seen several changes in our program management team this year.
We welcomed Richard Marquez as our new Downtown Residential Manager In August; Dave Suttie, a long-time Lookout
employee, who had been most recently our casual manager, took over the management of the Yukon Housing Centre in
March. Sadly, last September, our long-time co-worker and friend, Al Mitchell, passed away suddenly; the loss of
“ShelterAl” left a huge hole in Lookout and our hearts. His dedication to Lookout and to promoting a culture of service
was honoured by not just Lookout but by the wider community. He continues to be missed.
We continue to face funding challenges with many budgets repeatedly not keeping pace with inflation. As a result, we
look at what reductions we can make, without losing staff and the level of support needed for our clientele, who have
few, if any housing options. Unfortunately for our Outreach teams, the year began with the loss of Fraser Health funding
for the outreach program at the Cliff Residence in New West, leaving the homeless in New Westminster with fewer
options for support and connection with needed resources. And as the year ends, we experienced the loss of two HIVfunded outreach positions in the Downtown Eastside, one at the Downtown Shelter and one (cutting the team down to
one worker) at the LivingRoom.
But, when facing challenges, we also focus on Lookout’s strengths. Our strong Harm Reduction philosophy and practice
keeps clients safe; our non-judgemental approach creates safety and honest dialogue between staff and clients. Our goal
of assisting clientele in reaching their potential and their highest level of independence builds life skills, self-esteem and
hope. Goals for the coming year include strengthening teams including the program management team, site and crosssite teams, increasing accountability at all levels, and continuing to develop and refine our use of the Case Management
function of our client information system (HIFIS) which this year gave us new tools to support case planning. We are
shifting to an outcome-based service delivery and strengthening outcome reporting to demonstrate that we are
providing effective, best practice-based, client-centred services. And we continue to advocate for the privacy rights of
our clientele as we face increasing requests for more and more personal information about our residents, members and
shelter guests. And, as always, Lookout continues to seek innovation and creativity, with no new funding or resources, as
we strive to meet the increasing needs of adults struggling with homelessness and poor housing and multiple disabilities.
And we look towards the coming year, we especially honour the leadership and direction of Karen, our retiring Executive
Director; it has been her vision and energy that has built Lookout to what it is today; it is up to us now to carry on the
vision!
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Christine Williams, Property Manager
June 2014

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT REPORT
As another year has so quickly passed us by, we have been met with both success and
challenge. Given the age of our housing stock and the fiscal restraints this past year, it
has been extremely challenging to maintain the buildings to our standards, and
especially to ensure that we prevent the broken window syndrome from playing out
at Lookout. Thankfully, our funders have been very supportive and provided funding
and approved long overdue renovations at some of our locations in the DTES.
The Sakura So Residence, a heritage hotel containing 38 units of transitional supportive housing, at high
risk, is now saved thanks to grants from Service Canada through the Regional Steering Committee on
Homelessness. It is being brought up to current standards addressing critical improvements such as:
structural, windows, roof and a building envelop renovation. We are now dealing with the remainder of
mechanical, electrical and building systems including overall interior building condition, thanks to many
donations from the public, and a significant donation from the MariaMarina Foundation. The tenants were
temporarily moved, and although the renovations are delayed, I am confident we will be able to move our
residents back to their new homes in September 2014.
We also received approval to proceed with the long overdue renovations at the Jeffery Ross. This news has
been exciting for both staff and our tenants that have had to live with the many interruptions in both water
and heat for the past several years. The renovations will include a full re-pipe, an upgrade to the health and
safety of the building fire system, an elevator upgrade and flooring replacement in all of the units.
A special thanks to BC non-profit and Fortis BC for helping in procuring the funds necessary to build both our
North Shore and Yukon Housing Centre’s pest treatment rooms. This will help to control bedbugs in our
buildings which also helps to reduce operating costs. We have also been able to procure the funds to have
window openings put in the shelter windows at our North Shore Housing Center. This creates a much
healthier and comfortable space for our shelter guests, and a better environment for staff to work in.
I would like to take this opportunity to say how much it has been both an honour and a privilege to work so
closely with Karen O’Shannacery in the development of our housing. I would like to say how very much I
appreciate all the time and dedication Karen has given Lookout over the years. Karen, thank you so very
much, for sharing your knowledge and expertise, it has been amazing working with you over the past 7
years. Enjoy your well-deserved retirement; you will be missed. I would also like to take the opportunity to
welcome Shayne Williams in his new role as Executive Director. I am looking forward to the ongoing growth
within our organization.
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RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT REPORT

Karen Young, Director of Resource Development
June 2014

Another amazing year, this year has been one of responsible growth, and refining our systems to
better communicate with you. We are so grateful to our supporters, volunteers and donors as we
quite literally could not do this without you. Existing donors and new donors, regular monthly
donations and one-time donations – thank you all, so much!
In October we held the 5th annual H’Arts for the Homeless, Lookout’s signature benefit gala, and
our Party with H’Art. It was not only a ton of fun, but we raised over $25,000 that went directly
to provide much needed building upgrades to the Sakura So Housing. Planning is well
underway for H’Arts 2014, so we invite you to join us on October 2!
A big thank you to the Dundarave Festival of Lights for their continued strong support, as they marked the passing of the
$100,000 mark in donations over the past six years. Hockey for the Homeless were fantastic supporters, again donating
funds that also brought their total donations to over $100,000 over six years. Please take a look at the Donations Honour
Role at the end of this document, as there are just too many fantastic individuals, corporations, foundations and groups
to name – all of whom have been wonderful supporters. I should mention that some are Anonymous… you know who
you are, and thank YOU!
Working with other organizations, in February we were participants of Raising the Roof’s Toque Tuesday, selling toques
to raise awareness about the plight of homelessness … and raising funds.

Volunteers

We couldn’t do this without the many volunteers who give of their time to serve. From kitchen duty to
lifeskills training these individuals and groups provide some of the heart of Lookout. Honourable
mention go to volunteers from Aritzia, Deloitte, Fraser Surrey Docks, JDRF, Youthworks, UBC
Language Institute, SAI Baba, Students for Unity from SFU, Friends and so many more. Thank
YOU!

Communications It was a busy year for Lookout communications. Our primary objectives

were raising awareness of the Society and helping people understand how they can make a
difference in the lives of struggling individuals. To that end, we are pleased to share that the
Lookout Society was profiled or written about in local newspapers more than 40 times,
were regularly quoted on radio broadcasts and appeared in five
television news stories.

Lookout's digital communication channels continue to reach larger
audiences. The new website is becoming the 'go to' place when the
public wants to find out more about us and homelessness. The
Society's social media also reaches large audiences and has become
an authoritative source of information. Lookout is represented on
Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, YouTube, Flickr and Pinterest. Lookout's Facebook page and Twitter account remain our
social media 'sweetspots.' If you haven’t already, please look for us. And sign up for our newsletter - linked from our
Homepage at www.lookoutsociety.ca.
Some of the upcoming issues include adjusting our email practices to come in line with the federal government's antispam laws, as well as continuing to get Lookout's messages heard above the noise of the crowd. Lookout continues to
practice transparency and accountability, sharing our news with you.
I want to recognize my team: Lani, Janice and Michael are at the heart of our department, growing awareness and
resources for the programs that are essential for many people who have minimal options. Thank you team, you are
amazing!

EMERGENCY SHELTER PROGRAMS
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Lookout’s emergency shelters continue to be in high demand especially for the 24-hour,
minimal barrier services that we offer to those who cannot be housed elsewhere. This
was demonstrated again by the 2014 Homeless Count. Our four shelters are located in
three municipalities (City of North Vancouver, New Westminster and Vancouver), and
provide minimal-barrier temporary accommodation (181 beds) with support to adult
men and women who are destitute and have no housing alternatives. In addition to the
emergency shelters, Lookout has a two-bedroom emergency suite for homeless
individuals not suitable for our shelters, but having no housing options, e.g. families
and refugees. Lookout expands services during risky winter weather to offer no barrier
extreme weather shelters in 3 locations: Burnaby (27-mat), New Westminster (30
spaces) as well as an additional 20 sheltering spaces at our North Shore Shelter.
In addition to shelter, residents are provided three meals plus snacks per day, laundry,
access to clothing, showers, hygiene supplies and a free phone and computer. A minimum of two staff are on duty
at all times to meet the health and safety needs of all within our buildings. Non judgmental, caring staff work with
each individual, providing them with support in addressing their issues of housing, finances, treatment (e.g. mental,
physical, addiction), etc., through crisis counselling, case planning and referral/liaison and advocacy services.
Lookout’s intent is to provide shelter in the individual’s own home community, to integrate with local services and to
help people regain stability in their lives and end their homelessness.
In the 2013-2014 year, Lookout provided 63,335 bednights for a 99.2% occupancy rate,
continuing the always full status over the majority of the last 20 years. In the rare event a bed
remains empty, it is primarily due to unavailability of the appropriate beds (e.g. gender) or bed
closures caused by renovations or, as again this year, contagious disease outbreaks. Our
combined monthly statistics indicate that we ran over capacity for 9 of the past 12 months! Our
shelters provide all the basics first: hot nutritious meals– this past year an incredible 190,005 –
almost 4,500 more than we served last year! They also have access to showers, laundry,
computers and free
phones.
Total Bednights Provided - 63,335
Fiscal Year 2013/2014
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TOTAL

SHELTERED
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Given the complexity
MEALS SERVED
of needs, people
190,005
served may come in for
two or more totally
unrelated stays before
their housing is successful.

In all 4 shelters, the 2,930 individuals
served this year is similar for the past two
Al Mitchell New West North Shore Yukon St.
years (2,926 & 2,963 from 2 years ago),
Shelter (46 Shelter (15 Shelter (45 Shelter (71
indicating the number of individuals
Beds)
Beds)
Beds)
Beds)
requiring shelter is remaining relatively
constant, despite considerable efforts in attempting to end homelessness. In all shelters, users are predominately
male (78.2%); 2,292 compared to 629 (21.5%) women and 9 declared themselves transgendered (0.3%); Lookout
counts people at the gender they declare. Over two-thirds of all intakes (70.7%) are between the ages of 35 & 64.
0
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This year the average length of stay remained at 22.9 days – the same as last year but down from a high of 27.6 two
years ago. Only Al Mitchell Shelter managed to lower stay from 22.1 days to 20.4 days, both North Shore and
Yukon shelters increased length of stay by about 1
2012/2013
Average Length of Stay
day; New West Shelter had no change.
2013/2014
# of Days
This year we worked hard to find suitable housing
options that are both safe and affordable,
20.4
30.0
however, they simply are not available, especially
25.4
20.0
24.9
for people who have difficulties. Some affordable
22.1
18.5 24.3
23.9
housing will not accept people with mental health
10.0
18.5
and/or addiction issues. More housing is
0.0
essential, especially outside of Vancouver’s DTES.
Al Mitchell New West
Shelter
Shelter

North
Shore
Shelter

Yukon St.
Shelter

As a result, shelter ‘shuffling’ occurs, trying to
match people to best locations. We managed to
reduce the numbers of transfers to other shelters
(497 this year from 510) but 48 (down from 61) left to the street. These are not preferred options; we do attempt
our best to continue providing services – often referring people to other Lookout resources such as Outreach. On
the positive side, more intensive case planning between shelter users and staff resulted in more effective outcomes
with many folk having made positive changes in their lives as they reported in our annual satisfaction survey.
This year 146 guests from all 4 shelters completed the survey. Of these 96% reported that they felt welcomed
when arriving at the shelter; 92% felt that shelter rules are clear; 93% felt Lookout empowers them towards their
goals and helped to improve their situation; 87% felt staff helped them reach their goals or link to needed services;
and 92% felt Lookout was a valuable support for them. A big shout out to the staff!

Lookout (All Shelters) Recidivism
Returned after 2+ years
Returned within 2 years
Returned within 1 year
Returned within 6 months
Returned within 3 months

"2012/2013"

4.5%

13.9%
8.0%
7.5%
9.1%
5.0%
9.3%
12.7%
18.7%
11.9%

New to Lookout

0.0%

"2013/2014"

30.0%

50.4%
49.0%

60.0%

Even when we are able to find
appropriate housing, some clients
return. It is difficult for some to
maintain their affordable housing if
necessary supports are not available.
50% of the people are new to the
shelters. 50% return. Of those who
return, almost 1 in 5 come back
within first 3 months. While some go
to hospital or short stay resources,
other returns are unacceptable. We
believe an increase in Outreach to
them may prevent them losing their
housing.
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Contributing Factors to Homelessness (2,770 intakes)
All Lookout Shelters 2013/2014

Transient
Addictions
Robbed/Victimized
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Other
New Immigrant
Mental Health
Medical Needs
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Family/Relationship Breakdown
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Emotional Support
Behaviour

15%
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15%
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15%
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TURNAWAY REASOSN
19,245 ALL LOOKOUT
SHELTERS 2013/2014

15%

1.2%

9.2%
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60%

No appropriate Beds Available
No Beds Available

30%

45%

60%

75%

The reasons for homelessness
reported by guests continue to
vary. Housing crises are #1 issue
(60%)that include 21% who
were evicted. Poverty is # 2
reason (59%), closely followed
by addictions (49%). Almost half
(46%) cite other contributing
factors such as no longer able to
stay with friends, coming out of
treatment or jail, no ID
(therefore no job/income), etc.
On average 24% of shelter
guests reported struggling with
mental health and, sadly, 15%
arrived to escape some type of
abuse or lack of safety.

In our shelters we track the primary diagnoses that people live with and
overwhelmingly they are addictions and mental health. 76% of people
staying at our shelters have addictions, of which 48% are dual
diagnosed. 58% have a mental health disorder, including the 48% dually
diagnosed. People with addictions and/or mental illness indicated these
health conditions were not the cause of their homelessness. Lookout
Shelter Resource Workers and Case Planners work with shelter guests,
offering support, assistance and knowledge to the person’s plan. Staff
provided services that included crisis intervention, referrals to
appropriate resources including housing and outreach services,
emotional support and life skills training. Assisting guests apply for tax
rebates and benefits is time consuming but well appreciated!

This year we turned away people 19,245 times, an increase of 14% from
a year ago (16,905). It means that for each time we accepted someone
into the shelter, we said “no” 7
Lookout (All Shelters) Services Provided
times – this is simply
Discharges (2,772) - 2013/2014
unacceptable! The percentage of
women turned away increased
Other
133
slightly this year - 23% of the time
Outreach Services
60
(21.2% last year). The reasons for
Recordkeeping
132
turnaways remain constant:
Referrals
166
89.6% we had no available beds;
1,773 times for lack of appropriate
Medication Admin
1,206
beds (9.2% up from 7.2 % last
Housing Assistance
178
year) and very rarely (1.2%) when
Health Care Services
17
the person was not suited for the
Emotional Support
39
shelter (e.g. youth, accessibility).
Other *
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This past year there were 2,772
discharges from the shelters. Of
those who went to known
accommodation, 38% (1,041)
went to unsupported housing.
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This includes 161 (6%) people who went to family/friends, 91 (3%) to rooming houses/ SRO’s/ hotels/ motels and
292 (11%) to unsupported self-contained housing. 497 (18%) went to another shelter, including our own transfers,
often to improve access to services (e.g. free medication is available in the Downtown Eastside) or to find a better
fit for the individual.
151 (5%) people moved to
supported subsidized housing.
Only 176 (6%) were able to
access a Detox/addictions
facility while 85 (3%) people
were hospitalized for physical or
mental health reasons, with 2
others placed into long term
care facilities. However, 887
(32%) individuals left without
providing information about
their whereabouts, frequently
wanting maintain their privacy –
this is up 2% from last year.
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We are pleased to report that our annual client satisfaction survey reflected that, across all four shelters, 91% of
the 146 individuals who completed surveys felt that Lookout was a valuable support, 85% felt we helped improve
their situation, 81% felt they gained positive direction, and 89% felt the staff supported them to reach their goals!
Wonderful feedback, for which we are very grateful.
Following are highlights from the individual shelter reports submitted by the shelter managers. Copes of the full
reports can be obtained from the Lookout administration office.

AL MITCHELL SHELTER

Michelle Raufeisen, Program Site Manager

Located in Al Mitchell Place at 346 Alexander Street, this shelter offers 46 spaces in the Downtown Eastside of
Vancouver. Formerly known as the Downtown Shelter, both the building and shelter were renamed In recognition
of beloved former site manager Al Mitchell who passed away suddenly in the fall 2013.
The highlight of this year was the renaming of the shelter to recognize Al Mitchell, past manager of our shelter and
a mentor, friend and colleague to many. We are so proud to have his name on our building and our shelter! Al
passed suddenly this past year, leaving us with a huge hole to fill!

Lookout’s Emergency Shelter Program
Annual Report
April 1, 2013 to March 31, 2014

In 2013-14 we were faced with new challenges and opportunities and found again that our strong team approach is
the most effective way to meet them. One success – we served more people (749 unique individuals vs. 622 last
year) for shorter periods of time (20.4 nights vs. 22.1), breaking the recent trend of fewer people with longer stays.
Our occupancy rate remains over 100%, despite the need to close 337 beds due to outbreaks of contagious GI
diseases rampant in the population & DTES.
Lookout knows the importance of community, cultural, and familial supports in a person’s life. Unfortunately
needed resources are often not found in home communities and many tend to relocate to the Downtown Eastside
where services are plentiful. Of the 749 unique individuals served this year, only 30 (3.4%) reported the
DTES as their home community when they came to us. The majority (630 - 71.8%) are
from other parts of Vancouver; 61 (6.8%) came from outside of BC, including 1 from
outside of Canada
On May 1, 2014, the Lookout
family celebrated the renaming of
the Downtown Housing Centre to
Al Mitchell Place, and the shelter to
Al Mitchell Shelter. This honours
the long-term service and
tremendous commitment of its
former manager who passed away
unexpectedly in September 2013.

NEW WESTMINSTER SHELTER

Laurel Nagem, Coordinator

Located in the renovated Russell housing Centre, this shelter opened on April 1, 2008 and offers 15 spaces to
homeless men in New Westminster. It is Lookout’s only gender restricted shelter.
This was another busy year, again sheltering an average of 16 people per night in our 15 shelter beds, finding an
extra bed rather than turning people away. We served slightly fewer guests – 317, down 2% from 323 last year
although the unique intakes remained virtually identical – 301 this year vs. 300 last year. A total of 17,388 meals
were provided. Our occupancy rate increased from 104.2% to 105.9% with 5,796 bednights of shelter when just
5,475 were available, thanks to that extra bed. Despite this, the shelter turned away people 4,183 times, showing
how heavily the homeless community has become dependent on the services we provide and how strong the
demand for more shelter spaces has grown in the region. We are able to expand shelter beds at nominal cost.

NEW WEST EXTREME WEATHER SHELTER

Dave Brown, Community Services Manager

Lookout has made the basement of the Cliff Block available for 30 EWR spaces to adults during nights when health
risks to the absolute homeless are high. Stats from EWR are not included in the combined regular shelter reports.
For the 2nd year, the Cliff basement has been home of the New West Extreme Weather Shelter, with 20 male/10
female beds loaned to us by the Salvation Army. The extreme weather shelter provided showers, a small lounge
area for television, phone and computer access as well as a hot meal and breakfast before closing at 7 a.m. This
past winter we were open for 43 nights, provided 830 bednights of shelter – 77 for women and 753 for men. We
are grateful for the 4 volunteers who gave 114.5 hours of services. We noted that as word of mouth on the street
spread, our numbers increased. Lookout is a leading service provider in New West and we continue to work
towards resolving homelessness – one individual at a time.

Lookout’s Emergency Shelter Program
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BURNABY EXTREME WEATHER SHELTER

Dave Brown, Community Services Manager

This shelter is an extreme weather response shelter that opens when health risks to the absolute homeless are high.
It is the only shelter located in Burnaby and provides 27 sleeping spaces to adult homeless men and women.
The Extreme Weather program in Burnaby opened for 32 days during the winter, with 325 bed nights utilized by
men 293 times and 32 times by women. The Westminster Bible Chapel and the Burnaby Alliance Church
partnership provided amazing supports and, through the close working relationship between staff, volunteers (who
provided 146 volunteering hours) and community. We are so grateful!

NORTH SHORE SHELTER

Linda Fox, Program Site Manager

This 24/7 full service North Shore shelter opened in 2005 and provides 45 beds to the adult homeless.
There were many things to celebrate this year but the most outstanding is the growth and development of our
many community partnerships: with Vancouver Coastal Health with its new low barrier Health Connections Clinic;
closer ties with the North Van RCMP and West Van Police among many others. In June we entered into a
partnership with the H.A.V.E. Culinary Kitchen who took over the shelter kitchen in conjunction with their culinary
training program. Many of our guests, tenants and other North Shore residents have benefitted from this valuable
training. There were 12 students from the North Shore who completed the program as well as 16 students from
other Lookout sites! We are expecting even higher enrollment from the North Shore in the coming year.
The other exciting change this year was the creation of a huge mural that now adorns one side of the building.
Entitled Word to the Motherland, it was a partnership project with the City of North Vancouver, Kalakari Collective
and Lookout where artists collaborated with our clients and local youth to create a fantastic work of art – see the
Transitional Housing section in this report for pictures!

NORTH SHORE EXTREME WEATHER

Linda Fox, Program Site Manager

The North Shore Shelter has 20 mats that are available during the worst winter weather, with 25 additional mats at
Neighbourhood House if required for overflow. As with all EWR sites, statistics are separate from the regular shelter
This year was the busiest in recent times with the Extreme Weather Response program opened 45 nights between
October 2013 and March 2014. We provided 367 bednights – used by men 333 times, women 30 times and 4 times
by transgendered. These people would have otherwise been exposed to unsafe and extreme weather conditions.
We thank our 12 dedicated volunteers who generously offered 33 hours of their time to assist in this very
important initiative.

YUKON SHELTER

Dave Suttie, Program Site Manager

Located on Yukon Street at 5th Avenue in central Vancouver, this shelter offers 71 beds, including 26 bed spaces in a
dorm that were used previously for the seasonal Cold Wet Weather response.
We had a total of 1,048 individuals sheltered, including 988 intakes and 60 carried over from the prior year. 794
were men (76%) and 254 were women (24%). While most age groups were similar to last year, the 45-64 group
grew for the third straight year from 37.1% to 41.6% while the 65+ group also edged up again from 2.8% to 3%.
This continues to show the trend of an aging homeless population! We also served 227 (23% of intakes) people
who were employed and for various reasons ended up in shelter. These are most often people who work at
minimum wage or less. The cycle of poverty can be long and interventions into the cycle can be difficult as people
struggle to survive. This year we also saw an increase of 33% in the number of people who came to us from the
street (118 compared to just 89 previous year) and 5 people who were living in their vehicles.
The other interesting trend is the increase in the number of times that we had to turn away women – 2,512 times, a
full one third of 7,567 total. This despite the fact that only one quarter of those sheltered were women. The major
reason for these turnaways was the lack of available beds for them.

RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS

Annual Report

April 1, 2013 to March 31, 2014
Lookout provides a range of housing to adults, from highly supported transitional housing to independent housing
with supports. Our goal is to assist tenants in achieving their highest possible level of independence and selfsufficiency. Most of our folks live with disabilities, often multiple disabilities. Residents have the opportunity to
move within the range of housing services as their needs and abilities change. All of Lookout’s housing is dedicated
to local residents in the community in which the housing is located.

WHAT
MAKES

TRANSITIONAL
HOUSING
WORK?
It starts
the moment
a tenant moves in:
developing,
identifying goals and
working towards
Independence!
Key initial issues
people face:
inability to manage
their increasingly
complicated
medication
regimes.
Budgeting fixed low
incomes to stretch
to the end
of each month.
Have YOU
ever tried to
balance
a fixed
amount for
an entire
month?

TRANSITIONAL HOUSING PROGRAM
Lookout’s Transitional Housing Program provides longer-term (e.g. up
to 2-3 years) for chronically homeless individuals who require higher
levels of assistance over a sustaining period to bring a greater level of
stability to their lives. The program specifically targets those having
few, if any, housing alternatives – unable to meet their own basic
needs and not able to access communal living options. Staff provide
support, direction and assistance to tenants, enabling them to
develop the skills they need to increase their health and stability,
and to work towards greater independence. Transitional housing
bridges people into permanent housing solutions which meet the
needs of the individual. Despite having 166 units at 6 sites, waitlists are long and finding
places for people to move to is an issue: there is not enough housing, particularly with
appropriate supports, that is affordable for people! Three of the sites (Hazelton, Yukon and North
Shore) are co-located with Lookout shelters. The Cliff Block and Rhoda Kaellis are in New
Westminster and the Sakura So in the Downtown Eastside.
Transitional housing forms an integral part of the housing continuum, offering our tenants a time
sensitive opportunity to access supportive housing services, stabilization of health concerns,
social and economic issues that may have affected their ability to maintain safe and affordable
housing. Tenants identify issues that put them at risk of future homelessness and work towards
managing or overcoming these issues. Common issues are mental illness, addictions or
challenging behaviour which may include a lack of social skills, serious personal hygiene or room
cleanliness issues or a threatening demeanour – and any could be a barrier to housing. The
bottom line is that people cannot put others or the building(s) at risk. At move in, people often
have little self-esteem and a sense of hopelessness. With staff support, these feelings begin to
turn around and social or lifeskills begin to improve. Main barriers begin lifting and they start to
be more successful at managing their ‘monkeys’. Each of our residences has its own tenant
selection committee consisting of local service providers who can best respond to community
needs – matching new tenants to the population and ensuring staff resources do not become
overstretched.
Often tenants are challenged with numerous issues. With the support of a caring staff, they
begin working towards their own goals, changing their behaviours and reducing the risk of future
homelessness. Individual goals vary depending on personal need. It may be as simple as finding
affordable housing that is suitable to their lifestyle. For some it may require re-learning skills
needed for everyday living such as shopping, cooking, anger management, medication handling
or problem-solving. Literacy classes help some catch up on missed schooling and others become
involved in volunteerism or vocational training. It all helps to maintain stable living environments.
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Lookout offers skill training programs to help clients build skills necessary for possible entry into the job force. This
year H.A.V.E. Culinary Training Society became responsible for the North Shore Culinary program that offers basic
skills necessary for jobs in working kitchens. This is a good fit for HAVE as they also operate the successful kitchen
training program in rented space in Lookout’s Sakura So building. Unfortunately, we were unable to secure funding
for Cycleback (our other program that provided certified bicycle repair training through Yukon) and the program has
been suspended for the time being until funding can be found. A partnership with Vancouver Community College
provides literacy classes without charge to Lookout clients and is ensconced at First Place. Lookout is committed to
these programs where many people have learned valuable skills. We are always looking for new partners, ideas and
funding to create more opportunities that benefit our clientele.
Lookout housed a total of 218
individuals in their transitional this
past year, including 49 new
Women
tenants. As usual, tenants have
100%
come from a variety of referral
85%
sources. This year 32 individuals
78%
73%
73%
71%
50% 72%
65%
(65% of all new tenants) came
directly from emergency shelters –
35%
29%
28%
22%
27%
15%
27% 10% more than last year. Others
0%
came from unsupported housing 3
Hazelton Sakura So Yukon (37) Cliff Trans North Kaellis (11) TOTAL
(6%), 5 from other supportive
(39)
(38)
(16)
Shore (25)
housing (10%), 3 from addiction
treatment facility (6%), 1 from hotel or rooming house (2%), 1 from relatives/friends, 3 from psych hospital (6%)
and 1 directly from the street.

Total # Housed by Gender = 218
Total # Transitional Housing Units = 166
April 1, 2013 - March 31, 2014
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Transitional Housing Resident Profile - 218 Housed
April 1, 2013 - March 31, 2014
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90% of all tenants suffer from some sort of mental illness of which 19% live with addictions. 54 % have physical
health issues, 28% suffer from physical disability while 44% lack social skills.
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This year 128 tenants completed Lookout’s anonymous satisfaction surveys. Results indicate that since moving into
Lookout’s transitional housing, 83% feel their personal health has improved, 85% feel happier, 82% have gotten
into less trouble and 87% have more positive feelings about the future. 58% also claimed they are regularly
involved with activities within their building and 50% with outside activities.

Transitional Housing Key Supports
# People Receiving - 2013 - 2014

This past year 15 individuals (25.9% of the 58
who left) required more care than we could
provide (due to physical, mental health and/or
addictions), 7 left to different program
providing a similar level of care but more
suited to their needs (12.1%); 15 required less
care (25.9%); 9 were evicted (due to violence
or risk of harm to others or the buildings 15.5%), 4 went to other (6.9%). Sadly, we
had 8 deaths within our transitional housing
this year (13.8%). Although emotionally
difficult, a memorial is always held so that
tenants and staff can gather with family and
friends to remember and time can be spent
caring for each other.
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Excerpts from the Individual transitional housing reports by the staff/managers of the various housing follow.
Copies of the full report can be obtained from the Lookout administration office.
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CLIFF BLOCK

Dave, Brown, Community Services Manager

The Cliff Block, a heritage building, has 16 units of transitional housing co-located with 7 units of supportive
permanent housing. As most tenants live with disabilities, often multiple disabilities, residents have the opportunity
to move within the range of services as their needs and abilities change.
Individuals who have faced hardship while living on the street find it extremely difficult to reconnect to a society
that has many demands from all areas, including personal care, care of property, regard for others, repairing
relationships, learning to like themselves – some for the first time – getting past debts, drugs, illness and hunger.
As the term of residency is based on a tenant’s need and available options, residency may be re-evaluated and
extended past the 2-3 year limit based upon the need for continued support and assistance. This year greater
screening for stable behaviour was initiated due to funding cutbacks from Fraser Health. 100% of Cliff transitional
tenants live with mental health challenges including 35% who live with both mental illness and addictions. As well
30% have various physical health problems and 35% lack social skills that significantly impact their daily lives. The
majority of residents are actively in treatment, including psychiatric services and addiction services. Cliff tenants
are assisted with medication administration, meal programs, personal care, budgeting and fund management and
occasional homemaker support. They have a strong tenant committee that helps each other learn life skills.

HAZELTON RESIDENCE

Michelle Raufeisen, Program Site Manager

The 39-unit Hazelton Residence is located on the second and third floors in Al Mitchell Place, above the Shelter and
provides the highest level of support to all Lookout residential programs. Residents have their own secure room but
share washrooms; most choose to have their meals in the downstairs dining room. The mandate of the Hazelton
Residence is to provide housing for adults who call the Downtown Eastside their home community, who have few, if
any, other housing options, who have histories of homelessness and who require 24-hour supervision and some
assistance with daily living. Five rooms are designated for folks who are living with HIV/AIDS.
While the Hazelton has historically had less turnover than other Lookout programs, staff have been concentrating
energies on those, new and old, who are able to participate in planning for a transition elsewhere. Case work at
the Hazelton includes medication administration, keeping and getting to appointments, budgeting and money
management, life skills training, in-house mobile blood labs, infestation control assistance and more. The
importance of this being, not only to improve the life of the tenant transitioning to more independence, but to free
up a room for someone who may be desperately in need of the level of staffing and support available at the
Hazelton. This year was an emotional rollercoaster for many staff and tenants of the Hazelton due to a high
number of long term tenants who passed away. However, it is not unexpected as 93% of the residents are age 45
or older, including 26% who are over 65. Of the 6 deaths this year, 2 tenants had been at the Hazelton between 1-3
years, another 2 for 3-6 years and 2 for over 10 years! It’s during the difficult times like these that we must and do
remember all of the tenants who are still with us and need the strong supports available at the Hazelton.

NORTH SHORE HOUSING

Linda Fox, Program Site Manager

In April 2005 Lookout opened our North Shore Residence, providing 25 units of housing for chronically homeless
North Shore residents who require higher levels of assistance over a sustaining period to bring a greater level of
stability to their lives. The aim of supported transitional housing is to bridge people into permanent housing
solutions that meet the needs of the individual. We do that through skill development, barrier identification and
problem-solving, social integration and the healing effects of a tenant-centered, non-judgmental and caring
environment.
The demand for supported housing on the North Shore is apparent with our 111% occupancy rate since opening
(over 100% as we housed 3 couples); our shortlist continues to grow to 37. It is a sad commentary that one of the
world’s most affluent societies (and one of Canada’s wealthiest neighbourhoods!) continues to see growing
numbers of people who are absolutely homeless.
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New at North Shore this year With financial assistance from the City of North Vancouver’s Lower Lonsdale

Legacy Fund and FLUOR Canada, we were able to launch an eight-week Life Skills program for tenants in the North
Shore transitional housing program. Interested tenants met twice a week for a mix of classroom work and field
trips that cover a broad range of topics including budgeting, cooking and nutrition, goal setting, employment
searches and more. Participants who complete the program receive a certificate at their graduation ceremony, and
are welcome to re-enroll to further develop their skills during their stay in transitional housing.

Lookout NS residents helped in the creation of the
huge mural that now adorns the south side of the
North Shore Housing Centre. The Word to the
Motherland mural was completed in the fall 2013
in partnership with the City of North Vancouver,
Creativa International, Kalakari Collective.

YUKON TRANSITIONAL HOUSING

Dave Suttie, Program Site Manager

Yukon Housing has 37 self-contained housing units located above the 24-hour emergency shelter. As with the
Hazelton and North Shore residences, this co-existence allows the shelter’s overnight staff to provide emergency
backup for the tenants when the Tenant Support Workers are off duty. While residency is up to two years,
exceptions can be made after re-evaluation of the resident’s case plan indicates further support and assistance is
still required to make people successful in transitioning to permanent housing. Yukon has had great success in
working with the residents to set goals in a case plan, assess and review progress and then set new goals to achieve
a greater level of independence.
Yukon Transitional Housing served a total of 64 people, 47 men and 17 women with a turnover of 24 units for the
year. 18 or 75% of our new residents were referred from emergency shelters; 2 came from addiction facility (8%);
another 2 came from other supportive housing; 1 each came from hospital and unsupported housing, making our
overall occupancy rate 109%.
Yukon’s Transitional Housing program is augmented with funding from Vancouver Coastal Health’s SMART program
and has been able to assist tenant’s in learning the necessary life skills to continue on living successfully after they
leave our program. Once tenants have secured safe, affordable housing, they are able to put their energy into
improving other aspects of their lives. For example, 25 tenants have learned how to self- administer their own
medications, while 43 tenants have learned how to manage their own finances. The lifeskills program has
developed monthly BBQs for all the tenants. 17 tenants regularly participate in the community and morning
kitchens (both are twice-weekly) to improve their cooking skills, community gardens in two locations, movie nights
and Wii nights. 29 tenants (46% of the 64 total tenants served) entered into training and education programs.
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RHODA KAELLIS RESIDENCE

Dave Brown, Community Services Manager

Purpose built, the Rhoda Kaellis opened in 2010 and has 11 units of transitional housing for local homeless New
Westminster residents. It is co-located with 13 units of permanent housing. As most tenants live with disabilities
and often multiple disabilities, residents have the opportunity to move within the range of services as their needs
and abilities change. Lookout’s highly successful and respected Cliff Block serves as a model for the Rhoda Kaellis.
All 11 units of transitional housing at the Rhoda Kaellis remain full. 13 tenants stayed this year: 2 women and 11
men. Of the 2 new tenants who moved in, both were in need of case management. In providing Transitional
Housing, we recognize that some men and women have repeated housing crises and need more time than a shelter
can provide to successfully assist them to identify their goals, improve their health and work towards addressing
their issues. A transitional housing program provides stable, affordable housing for an extended period of time and
where a team of trained tenant support workers are available to assist. These tenant driven programs provide the
impetus for the tenant to set their goals, create case plans and programs to move towards those goals. For many,
this housing gives the opportunity for them to reintegrate into community, and with family and friends.

SAKURA SO RESIDENCE

Richard Marquez, Downtown Residential Manger

The Sakura So Residence is a 38 unit heritage roominghouse purchased in 2001 as transitional housing for adults,
thanks to a grant from the federal government’s Homeless Initiative (Supporting Community Partnerships Initiative.)
These housing units, located above retail space, have cooking facilities and the washrooms are shared. Nine of the
units are double rooms. There is an elevator, making the building a good option for some of the many residents of
the Downtown Eastside who, due to health issues, have difficulty managing the flights of stairs so common in most
rooming houses and SRO’s. The building also boasts a roof patio, offering a superb view of downtown and the
North Shore Mountains – it’s a cool place to relax on a hot night!
Sakura So housed 37 people over the past fiscal year - 8 women and 29 men. This year we were able to begin badly
needed renovations on the building envelop, and tenants were very helpful and flexible by shifting rooms to allow
access by the contractor. Rentals were frozen in anticipation of the remaining reno’s that required temporary
relocation of tenants – most going to nearby Tamura House also managed by Lookout. Because of the reno’s,
vacancies were left unfilled. The sole move-in was an individual referred by hospital staff who required the
intensive case management services and psycho-social supports available by Sakura So staff. Building maintenance
issues have been a continual challenge and, whenever needed, the maintenance staff performed miracle repairs
with little cost. We are extremely pleased that, thanks to the federal government’s Homelessness Partnership
Strategy, funding was secured and renovations were started that included upgrades to the roof, building envelop,
mechanical systems and window replacements. With support of the MariaMarina
Foundation and others, the interior of the residence is being upgraded with new flooring,
doors, painting for all rooms including 8 that will become fully self-contained units for
tenants in poor health, particularly those living with HIV. New enlarged amenity space will
provide more space for tenant activities like community kitchens. Much appreciation goes
to Lookout staff and outreach who made systematic preparations and temporarily
relocated 25 residents. We are all looking forward
to celebrating the re-opening of the Sakura So
later this year and welcoming back all our
residents into their new homes!
With the awkward gates replaced with new entryways,
access to the Sakura So Residence is much easier,
especially as many tenants live with mobility challenges
- one of the many benefits from initial renovations.
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PERMANENT SUPPORTED HOUSING
Lookout offers permanent housing with some support for people with a history of
homelessness and who no longer require assistance in day-to-day living, but who require
support to maintain and flourish in their independence. When and where needed,
support staff provide assistance and work with residents to develop life skills and link to
necessary community services to help the residents enjoy successful healthy lives.
Lookout has been providing this “second stage” housing since 1978, starting with
roominghouses in the Downtown Eastside, and expanding in 1993 to also offer selfcontained housing. All of Lookout’s housing in rent-geared-to-income or set at the
income assistance level. BC Housing generously provides the subsidy for all our selfcontained permanent housing to ensure that adults with no housing alternatives can
have a home they are proud of.
Our housing also honours individuals who have contributed greatly to the resolution of
homelessness. The Jim Green Residence is proud to bear the name of one of the Downtown
Eastside’s preeminent advocates for safe, secure and decent housing in the area. The 37-unit
Jeffrey Ross honours a past beloved Lookout shelter manager. Jeffrey was an incredible
advocate for people and no matter what, had time and support for everyone.
Tenants offered our housing are people who have been homeless, and are most at risk, and
commonly live with physical disabilities, emotional or mental impairments, cognitive
limitations and/or various levels of addictions. For many the lack of life skills such as
learning to say “no”, anger management, poor insight into basic hygiene skills or
maintaining their home makes permanent housing difficult. We have a total of 586 homes
and housed 649 individuals – 515 (79%) men and 134 (21%) women. We strive to make
our housing safe for all, and try to maintain minimum numbers of minorities to provide
strong peer support in each building.

Total People Housed - 649
Total # Permanent Units Available - 586
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Lookout’s permanent housing is highly sought after, particularly given our minimal barrier, supportive approach.
Our downtown self-contained waitlist has now climbed to 3,900! Each building has established its own tenant
selection system to ensure that those who have the least housing options and are at high risk of homelessness are
the people who we house. This also ensures our housing and services are well integrated into the community and
network of services.

Permanent Housing - Primary Service Profile
April 1, 2013 - March 31, 2014
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Generally we have a low turnover with just 105 individuals moving in this year – 53% lower than last year’s 225.
With extensive repairs and restoration slated for 13 of BC Housing’s SRO hotels, we were requested to keep some
rooms deliberately vacant so that dislocated residents could be temporarily housed there. Most of our interim
residents came from Cordova’s House and the Washington Hotel. Tamura also became the temporary home for
several residents from the Sakura So that was undergoing its own renovations. All the tenants and staff are looking
forward to the Tamura’s own renovation, scheduled to begin in November 2014.
As per prior years, the turnover in our partnership programs (where Lookout provides supportive services to a
portion of residents within the building) tend to be higher: Avalon had 19 new tenants (up from 11 last year but
down from 23 a year earlier) and the Lion had 10 move ins. With renovations beginning at Cordova’s Residence,
only 1 new tenant moved in prior to construction and then we were very busy helping to relocate the tenants to
various temporary locations (many to the Tamura). It has been quite a challenge for the Tenant Support Worker
who continues to serve them where they are. One of the things that we continue to note is that, as people become
more accustomed and willing to participate in programs offered, their lives become more stable.
There were 118 move outs over the year – more than move ins as some rooms were deliberately left vacant to
accommodate construction (e.g. Sakura So) or in anticipation of temporary tenants. Not surprisingly, the largest move
outs occurred in our largest building – First Place (23), followed by Tamura (20), Walton (18) and Avalon (8). Overall, our
individual housing reports indicate that many people are able to successfully relocate to housing that better met their
individual needs, including those who move between the various Lookout housing programs where more suitable levels
of support and interventions meet their specific requirements. Of those who left our permanent housing during the
year, 31 went into unsupported housing (26%) and 22 to other supportive housing, often within Lookout (21%).
This year 9 (8%) people ended up in shelters despite all our efforts to maintain their housing, down from 13 last
year. Many of our residents live with addictions – and we are pleased to report that 3 people (3%) were able to be
placed into treatment; 8 (7%) went to stay with family/friends, 2 went to hospital while3 went to psychiatric
hospital, 24 to other and, sadly, 11 died.
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Of those who left, 23 people were evicted primarily due to violence or other safety issues and 8 more than last
year. Eviction is always a last resort at Lookout and only occurs after all other options and alternatives have been
exhausted. Even then, staff attempt to work with the person and relocate to other sites (preferably within our own
sites) that may be more appropriate for the individual. Most evictions occurred within either First Place (7) or
Walton (5) and the others (11) generally in partnership programs where staffing levels are minimal. Inadequate
staff support for programs is the most common reason for Lookout’s frequent appeals for funds.
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As reported above, 11 tenants died through the year, mostly health related. This is 6 more than last year and
caused 9% of all vacancies, representing 1.7% of all tenants housed in permanent housing throughout year! Death
is never easy, but it was exceptionally difficult for the residents and staff at the seven permanent sites where
tenants passed away. Many of the tenants were well-known and well-loved members of the community. Staff
have coped well, gently supporting each other and the clients through the grieving process. As is our custom, a
memorial was held for each person where residents, staff and known family and friends could gather to share
stories and memories.
The annual survey was completed by 250 permanent residents, indicating that 84% felt more satisfied with life, 93%
felt staff is helpful, 73% felt their overall health has improved with 73% who felt they had gotten into less trouble.
The following excerpts from the Individual housing reports by the staff/managers of the various housing follow. The
full reports are available from the Lookout administration office.
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CLIFF BLOCK RESIDENCE

Dave Brown, Community Services Manager

The heritage Cliff Block has 7 units of permanent housing for local New Westminster residents. It is co-located with
16 units of transitional housing. As with other programs, the staff works closely with each resident to strengthen
their skills and abilities, setting goals and creating plans to achieve their highest possible level of independence and
self-sufficiency.
Over the past fiscal year we housed 7 people: 4 women and 3 men – very unusual as men tend to outnumber the
women at all other Lookout locations. No tenants moved into or out of permanent housing this year which speaks
of tenants’ stability in this place. The Cliff tenants are great volunteers and when the extreme weather shelter
operates in the Cliff basement, the tenants have consistently come forward to very carefully cook meals for those
in need of emergency shelter stays – which occurred 43 nights this past winter. Amazing!
Leona Green/Owner Operator of Greens and Beans Diner has provided oversight and the supplies to cook soup
each day the shelter is open. Tenants have provided pastas, stews, and other comfort foods with very little
assistance from staff and community. As a result of being given this opportunity, the tenants feel that they can
take on an initiative (independent from staff) and work with it through to fruition. This is so empowering for them
and a joy to see. The tenants share in the meal preparation and spend time chatting with the shelter guests to
make their day just a little more pleasant. It is a magic connection and one that has a considerable impact on all
parties…again a win/win situation in motion. In total, Cliff tenant volunteers spent 1,056 hours supporting each
other in this and various other opportunities within the building.

FIRST PLACE

Richard Turton, First Place Residential Manager

First Place, a 12-storey high-rise, opened in May 2012 with 129 permanent homes for adults who have histories of
or are at high risk of homelessness with preference given to people from Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside or Mount
Pleasant communities. The studio apartments are self-contained and include 8 units that are fully handicapped
accessible. Communal spaces include a large lounge/activity area, laundry rooms, library, computer lab as well as
an exterior courtyard, 2nd floor patio and a roof top amenity space. The building is built to LEED Gold standards to
reduce environmental impact and residents/staff follow “green” practices and use environmentally friendly products
to maintain the standard.
First Place is part of an innovative partnership between the City of Vancouver who provided the land, the Province of
BC who provided the funding for construction and Lookout who manages the building and provides assistance to
residents to strengthen of develop living skills that help them move towards even greater independence and more
stable and healthier lives. Funded through BC Housing, Lookout staff is on site 24/7 to support the residents to be
successful. Vancouver Coastal Health provides additional funding and support for thirty residents. Rents are
subsidized by BC Housing and set at the Income Assistance shelter rate for singles or couples.
This is First Place’s second year of operation. Most residents are single (but couples are welcome) and many live
with multiple alcohol, drug, and physical and/or mental health challenges. Bringing together a diversity of people
to convert the 12-storey building into a community within the newly assembled tenants has proved to be an even
more complex and time consuming process! As expected, the First Place community has had its growing pains.
Despite the best efforts of staff, some tenants found the move difficult and wanted to return to more familiar
surroundings, friends and routines. In some cases we were able to accommodate by working with them or moving
them within the building or, as needed, to other sites. By the end of March 2014, First Place had served 153
tenants all together. First Place tenants were previously homeless, and our tenant selection committee follows
Lookout’s criteria and the city/provincial agreement that 50% must come from shelters or the street, 30% can come
from at risk housing and SRO’s from the DTES, while the remaining 20% can simply be at high need.
Residents are encouraged to volunteer as that can help lay the groundwork for ownership and community building.
We are happy to report that First Place already has a number of committed volunteers that help with various
activities including caring for the Community gardens and indoor tropical plants, acting as volunteer Fire Wardens
(one for each floor) and participating on the Tenant Committee. Some suggestions have been implemented already.
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JIM GREEN RESIDENCE

Richard Marquez, Downtown Residential Manager

The Jim Green Residence has 66 one-bedroom permanent apartments for adult residents of the Downtown Eastside.
Built in 1996, all suites are completely self-contained and most have balconies. There is a large courtyard with
gardens and three roof patios with fabulous views of the harbour, the North Shore and downtown, especially
popular on hot summer days. There is also one 2-bedroom “emergency suite” which is made available to families
who cannot be accommodated in the Lookout shelters and who cannot be placed in family shelters due, for
instance, to a lack of space. Single adults or couples who do not need a higher level of support may also stay in the
emergency suite when shelters are full.
The Green Residence housed 48 men and 28 women over this past year - all but 11 tenants are 45 or older,
significantly different from 13 years ago when the average age was just 35. It is an active and lively environment
that has developed a very prideful sense of community. Diverse social activities and a broad range of volunteer
work among tenants has grounded this residential setting for close to two decades. In fact for years, many tenants
have effectively succeeded in preserving their independent lifestyles. Green tenants continue to take ownership
over their residence and consistently help each other with cooking, shopping, and cleaning projects without losing
sight of comforting each other as people. The tenants often share their skills and knowledge with each other. For
example, tenants and staff collaborated on creating a Tenant Emergency Kit that includes an estate plan,
information releases (medication, family and friends alerts) and plans for pet care in case of an emergency or
death. The kits remain in the tenants units, protecting their privacy.

JEFFREY ROSS RESIDENCE

Richard Marquez, Downtown Residential Manager

Built in 1993, the Jeffrey Ross Residence is a four-storey apartment building with 37 one-bedroom apartments, 4 of
which are fully wheelchair accessible. The Residence is for folks whose home community is the Downtown Eastside,
with a history of homelessness, and who live with a disability, although able to live independently with appropriate
supports. Rent is subsidized by BC Housing and set at a rate that is rent-geared-to-income.
The Ross remains an elderly residential community composed of many long-term residents, including more than a
handful who’ve lived here since the opening in 1993. The biggest hurdle that impacted residents throughout the
year has been the gradual deterioration of the building. Plumbing, drainage, elevator and electrical problems have
diminished the quality of life at the Ross, with many suites experiencing leakage due to degraded copper piping
systems that require full-scale replacement. We are very pleased that BC Housing has approved a full retrofit for
the building this year. All residents and staff are looking forward to work beginning in the fall 2014. A coordinated
planning and relocation effort is underway to minimize disruptions and displacement of residents.
There is an excellent sense of community in the building as many of our tenants have been neighbors and friends
for years – some for the 20 years since the building opened, others for even longer as they were Hazelton residents
together prior to moving to the Ross. Tenants frequently visit and run errands for each other, making sure to
support and check on each other’s needs.

514 Alexander Street
514 Alexander (next door to the Ross and often called the “Ross Annex”) is a 19-room heritage SRO is managed by
Lookout since August 2008. The two are operated together. Its current mandate is to provide housing to area
residents who are more independent and do not require as a high level of support as at the Ross.
The Ross staff have become more engaged with the tenants at 514. This year they have intentionally worked at
extending case management, care planning and other support services to the 514 tenants, as well as welcoming
them to social activities at the Ross. Building improvements were made this year that included the painting of
hallways and bathrooms throughout the building as well as the installation of a new fire alarm system. However, its
installation created frequent disruptions in the building and irritations for tenants. Now complete, the building has
settled down and overall safety has vastly improved.
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RHODA KAELLIS RESIDENCE

Dave Brown, Community Services Manager

Purpose built, the Rhoda Kaellis opened in 2010 and has 13 units of permanent housing collocated with 11 units of
transitional housing for local New Westminster residents. As most tenants live with disabilities and often multiple
disabilities, residents have the opportunity to move within the range of services as their needs and abilities change.
The highly successful and respected Cliff Block serves as the model for the Rhoda Kaellis.
All 13 permanent supportive housing units at the Rhoda Kaellis have been fully occupied since opening – this year
housing 8 men and 5 women. The tenants are encouraged to remain as independent as is possible within a
supportive environment that relies on community capacity building, skills building and an ongoing focus on both
healthy lifestyles and quality of life. The tenants in this building have their own kitchens so are able to manage
their own meals for the most part; however community meals are planned events that everyone seems to look
forward to. Some tenants came together this year to share the costs and benefits of bulk buying/cooking low cost
meals such as pasta sauce, chili, etc. The Kaellis tenants are asked to assist in the care of the LEED building,
(constructed and maintained to strict environmental standards) by using only approved cleaning supplies that are
made available for purchase at Lookout’s cost through our Virtual Store after a start up kit has been exhausted.

WHY LOOKOUT?
When one TSW first came to work as a full-time employee at one of Lookout’s residential sites, she met a
tenant that we can call ‘John’ – he prefers to remain anonymous but gives his blessing to share his story.
John recently sent an email from the Army saying that he never could have reached his goals without
Lookout’s support.
John was struggling with addiction to crack and was experiencing drug induced depression and schizophrenia.
His illness led to strong conspiracy theories where he believed that he was a direct victim to “them”.
It was “them” that would not let him succeed.
Over a two-year process, John met with the TSW about 3-4 times per week spending at least half an hour
each time. Eventually, with support from Lookout and a church where he had decided to volunteer, he made
his own decision to give up hard drugs. He continued to use pot for a time but began to see that it too was
inhibiting his ability to reach his goals and dreams . . . and he quit! In time all mental health symptoms have
disappeared without medication – they had all been drug induced.
His transformation was amazing and the “real him” began to shine through . Together John and the TSW
identified goals and he ticked one after another off his list as they were met.
He decided that his ultimate goal was to join the army and he jumped through the many tests required,
passing all with flying colors! John’s last requirement to be merit-listed was to pay off his old debts and, with
the help of a generous friend, that was done as well. Not long after that he flew out to Boot Camp where he is
doing great and almost complete. John continues to stay in contact with us, letting us know how he is doing.
Whenever the TSW needs a boost, she think of John and his determination, willingness and amazing
transformation once he had set his mind to it.
Stories like this are why she and others continue to work at Lookout.
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HOUSING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMS
AVALON RESIDENCE PARTNERSHIP

Richard Marquez, Downtown Residential Manager

The Avalon is a partnership formed in June 2004 under the Vancouver Agreement with the purpose of improving
living conditions in SRA (Single Room Accommodation) hotels in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside. The pilot project
demonstrates that with good management of hotels, incentives to upgrade and improve hotel premises and support
services for hotel residents, hotels will be safer and healthier and residents will achieve an improved quality of life.
The Avalon dedicates 35 hotel units to this partnership and received funding through a grant from BC Housing.
This unique hotel partnership, unlike several other Lookout residences, presents tenants with the opportunity to
live outside the downtown eastside core and take greater advantage of the diverse social amenities in the area.
Located closer to the downtown core, it is not far from Vancouver Community College and other residential
neighborhoods. It is close to a major hub with multi-transit accessible options, allowing disabled tenants to
effectively rely on public transit and preserve their independence and autonomy. However, the pressures of
gentrification have begun to impact low-income SRO tenants in the outer core area; Lookout continues to provide
eviction prevention assistance, case management and other psycho-social supports to ensure that tenants’ housing
is stabilized and affordable, and that they are protected from the worst effects of displacement.

CORDOVA’S RESIDENCE PARTNERSHIP

Richard Marquez, Downtown Residential Manager

The Cordova’s Residence Partnership Program is a partnership with Atira Property Management in a BC Housing
owned building. The program goal is to make the Residence safer and healthier and support residents to achieve an
improved quality of life. All 34 rooms are dedicated for Lookout-referred clientele with 8 hours of daily on-site
tenant support. The Residence is a small SRA building, with standard SRA sized rooms, with shared washrooms and
a common kitchen. Lookout has been at Cordova’s Residence since April of 2006 though initially with different
partners. Funding for the tenant support worker is through is grant from the Vancouver Coastal Health Authority.
With renovations scheduled or underway, acceptance of new tenants was minimized. In August 2013, all Cordova’s
tenants were relocated to other SRO hotels, primarily Tamura House where the Cordova‘s staff are also based, as
well as scattered in smaller numbers to other BC Housing-managed hotels. For staff supporting tenants located in
various locations, this has been a real challenge! It has been difficult to maintain relationships and to assist tenants
in following through with service connections and case planning. Special recognition goes to the TSWs who have
persevered throughout and who are now looking forward to returning to a single location in September 2014.

LION HOTEL PARTNERSHIP

Richard Marquez, Downtown Residential Manager

Commencing in August 2009, Lookout entered into a Vancouver Agreement (VA) partnership, similar to the Avalon,
with the purpose of improving living conditions in SRA hotels in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside. The three-year
pilot project between the City of Vancouver, BC Housing, Canada Mortgage and Housing (RRAP) and the owners
(represented by Abdulhasim Abdullahi), ended in August 2012, but support staffing was continued by funding from
BC Housing. The intention is to demonstrate that with good management, hotels will be safer and healthier and
residents will achieve an improved quality of life. The VA gave incentives to upgrade and improve hotel premises,
and funding for support services for hotel residents. The Lion Hotel dedicates 35 hotel units to this partnership.
Working with a private building owner, program, safety and security discussions between Lookout TSW staff and
the building’s owner and maintenance worker continue to be an on-going challenge. However, several meetings
were held this year with the owner, his staff and Lookout to broker challenging circumstances that impact the
operation of the Lion Hotel. Moreover, Tenant Council meetings have also been organized at the Lion which have
helped inform how to intervene and recommend management improvements. We’re optimistic that these
discussions will continue – so far they have helped resolve communication difficulties experienced by tenants and
staff.
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PENDER RESIDENCE PARTNERSHIP

Michelle Raufeisen, Program Site Manager

The Pender Residence, an 18-unit Downtown Eastside rooming house, continues t o be a successful housing resource
for people staying in the shelters. It is another example of how Lookout and a private landlord can work in
partnership to house the homeless. Lookout’s Outreach staff support tenants at the Pender Residence as they seek
more appropriate long-term housing options, help develop treatment plans for those struggling with addiction, assist
individuals with eligibility requirements for all income security programs, explore vocational options, and counsel and
direct tenants as required. The Outreach team is called upon for crisis intervention and preventative problem-solving
at Pender Residence, supporting a mutual desire to resolve tenant issues and maintain a stable living environment.
The Downtown Outreach Team continues to provide support to this rooming house that is associated with
Lookout’s Outreach program. In exchange for the support that Outreach provides, they are able to utilize all 18
rooms as their own housing stock. This is valuable resource as access to affordable safe housing remains extremely
limited, especially for many of our clients who may have exhausted other housing options. This year Outreach
assisted with 10 discharges making way for 10 new admissions, primarily men between the ages of 45-64.
Outreach thanks George Jang’s family who took over the building after his death – they are following his generous
tradition of fairness, kindness and understanding to our tenants.
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BC HOUSING SRO HOTEL PROGRAMS
RUSSELL HOUSING CENTRE

Dave Brown, Community Services Manager

The 40-unit Russell Tenancy Program re-opened its doors in November 2009. Formerly known as the College Place
Hotel, the Russell is a heritage building saved for its affordable housing when BC Housing, at Lookout’s urging,
purchased the building in January 2008. Thanks to significant capital investment by BC Housing, the grand 100 year
old building was renovated extensively and now houses both the Russell Tenancy Program and Lookout’s New
Westminster Shelter and Outreach. The Russell Tenancy offers permanent housing with support for New
Westminster residents who have chronic histories of homelessness.
Once a week residents are invited to come and learn how to use leftover food in their fridge – we call it One Pot
Wednesday”. It encourages them to use food that could likely sit in the fridge and go to waste. It also helps to
builds a feeling of community. They also manage an in-house community kitchen where staff and tenants work
side by side. There is nothing like the aroma of home cooking and laughter in the kitchen and the sharing of meals
to build community and social connections. Over half of the tenants participated this past year.
New Westminster Lookout sites (including the Russell) shared in the opportunity to work closely with Stenberg
College and Douglas College in an ongoing and rotating basis during this year. With a focused study/learning plan
in place; students in the human service field worked hand-in-hand with staff and tenants to learn about poverty,
alcohol, drugs and the multiple barriers that exist especially for those living with trauma, disabling conditions and
illness. The University of the Fraser Valley sent several very impressive Social Work students to learn and to share
their learning with us. It proved to be an exciting and rewarding partnership for all involved.

WALTON RESIDENCE

Richard Marquez, Downtown Residential Manager

The Walton is one of the SRO hotels purchased by the government of British Columbia in order to preserve
affordable housing stock for low income people at a time of rapidly increasing property values. Lookout assumed
responsibility for the Walton on December 1, 2007. The hotel had been allowed to deteriorate and had suffered
significant damage prior to the purchase. In May 2008, the Walton closed for extensive renovations, re-opening in
June 2009 with many of the original tenants returning. The Walton has 48 tenant rooms with two shared kitchens
as well as shared washrooms and laundry. Washrooms are gender designated and are located in each of the two
wings on each floor. Rooms are standard SRO rooms, with larger rooms on the front side of the building. There is a
well-equipped amenity area on the ground floor for casual as well as programmed activities such as community
kitchens, movie nights and tenant dedicated computers. Renovations also added a treatment sauna to treat
infestations such as bedbugs and are used by several Lookout sites and other services in the DTES.
We continue to develop new strategies and explore innovative approaches that distinguish roles between staff and
residents without sacrificing the need for equitable respect and community building while safeguarding
confidentiality. This year we’ve also found that surging levels of interpersonal partner violence has impacted the
quality of life of the Walton, compromising many residents’ safety and provoking fears and vulnerability. Minimal
barrier doesn’t mean ‘no barrier and violence is being addressed. At the same time, the staff and tenants worked
to reassert the leadership of the Tenant Council and they have influenced the Walton’s new changing and
supportive culture this year-- and in doing so, they’ve promoted resident-centered leadership.
The Tenant Council has become a vital force in the overall management and community building efforts of the
Walton and it is making a difference. Earlier this year, the Tenant Council polled tenants and overwhelmingly voted
to institute in March, a guest visitor I.D. policy to curb the increasing amount of violent incidents, property damage
and thefts that were occurring. Staff have also showed incredible leadership and are effectively monitoring guest
visitations, anticipating any potential conflictive scenarios and working closely with the Tenant Council.
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TAMURA HOUSE

Richard Marquez, Downtown Residential Manager

Originally a partnership program initiated in December 2006, Lookout and St. James Community Services worked
together to effectively and affordably meet the housing needs of people coping with challenges. In April 2008,
Lookout took over the management of the entire heritage building. The hotel contains 105 rentable units and is
owned by BC Housing. Rooms are standard SRA rooms, with larger rooms on the outside walls and smaller ones in
the interior of the building. The building also has shared washrooms, showers and 2 kitchens on each of the three
floors. Washrooms are designated specifically by gender and are located in each of the two wings on each floor.
There is a small TV lounge close to the hotel front desk.
The original 35 units continue as a separate program within the building where support is given to individuals with a
history of homeless and for those who are currently homeless or at risk in their current housing. A tenant support
worker provides additional support and assistance to these residents and offers a range of services to help increase
the stability and life skills including assessment, referrals/liaison and management of medications and finances.
Other groups utilize blocks of rooms in the building, and the remaining units are minimally supported until after
renovations and a support staffing component is added.
Tamura is one of 13 SRO’s slated for major renovation and heritage renewal through a partnership between the
provincial and federal governments. It is anticipated that the Tamura’s reno’s will begin the fall of 2014. At that
time, both tenants and staff will be temporarily relocated. As part of this huge multi-year, multi-SRO revitalization,
BC Housing requested Tamura to temporarily accommodate a number of residents from other DTES hotels under
renovation. The 8 relocated residents of the Washington Hotel as well as the 11 temporary residents from the
Cordova’s Residence (including Cordova’s TSW) were joined this year by 15 tenants from the under repair Sakura So
Residence. Before the Tamura shuts down for its own renovations, it is expected all temporary folks from each
location will be returned to their own newly renovated sites.
Previously there had been only one staff person was on duty 24/7 at the hotel desk at a time (excluding our
excellent and flexible maintenance staff and contract security staff that are on site 24/7.) We appreciate that this
year BC Housing provided funding for an additional 1.4 FTE TSW during the day to provide better services to the
tenants and free the Coordinator from the front desk, enabling him to plan and provide service oversight.

Tamura Supported Housing Program Within Tamura House are the 35 units of supported housing. Seven days a

week, an on-site Tenant Support Worker (TSW) provides assistance and support to these 35 residents. The TSWs
also share their expertise with Lookout’s hotel staff, providing them with resource information, ideas, options and
assistance in how to meet the needs of the hotel tenants. Services provided include assistance with medication,
help with budgeting or funds administration, assessment and referrals, liaison with other health and service
agencies involved in tenants’ care and accompaniment to appointments or help with life skills activities such as
shopping for food and clothing. Where staffing and space permits, a Tamura tenant not on the supported housing
program may be added to the program if the resident is in need of support in order to be successful in their tenancy.

Tamura House SRO For 50 of the 70 non-program units, Lookout’s community tenant selection process is used.
The other 20 units are set aside for clientele of either Vancouver Intensive Supervision Unit (VISU) or Downtown
Community Court Intensive Case Management Team (DCC), a collaborative arrangement between all agencies,
including BC Housing. VISU is a multi-disciplinary team that serves adults living with mental health challenges and/
or addictions and that are involved in the criminal justice system. With Lookout having the right of refusal, the
VISU/DCC teams directly refer applicants for admission to Tamura suites and provide ongoing support to their clients
upon entry. As well, Vancouver Coastal Health’s Clinical Housing Team, a multi-disciplinary team that serves adults
living with mental health challenges and addictions, has a nursing station at Tamura House and provides outreach
and case management supports to many Tamura residents.

COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS
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OUTREACH PROGRAMS
Lookout’s Outreach Programs were established in 1971 and are responsible for reaching
out to the absolute homeless, especially important when weather puts them at higher
health risk. Outreach staff also provides intensive short-term (3 to 6 months) support,
case management and planning services for chronically homeless people as they
require additional intervention and support to successfully attain housing and
maintain them within the community. In addition, they have the capacity to provide
on-going support to a very few people who fall between the cracks. Outreach also
focuses on HIV to be proactive in reducing the risk of spread of HIV especially for
individuals who are challenged with mental illness, addictions, chronic health
conditions or combinations of any or all. This continues as, although the HIV crisis
has resolved for the most part, individuals with concurrent disorders and who are
marginalized still retain a high risk factor. Staff provide services through the LivingRoom Drop In and are colocated with the Al Mitchell, Yukon, North Shore and New West Shelters. Outreach collaborates with other
service/treatment providers in the community to improve the quality and stability of individuals’ lives and ensures
that people who face multi-barriers are still well served. This includes special support to clientele of hotels and
rooming houses that provide accommodation to Lookout. The majority of Lookout’s DTES Outreach Workers are
funded by Vancouver Coastal Health while all others are funded by BC Housing.
We have been very successful in partnering with building owners/managers such as the Pender and Avalon Hotel as
well as Cordova’s Residence to provide on-site staffing where a block of rooms are dedicated to Lookout clientele.
Reports on these partnerships can be found under our Permanent Housing section.
Over 40 years ago, Lookout began reaching out to people who are the absolute homeless to bridge them into
services and housing and we remain true to our roots. In addition to helping people experiencing housing or other
crises, our Outreach teams provide them with support necessary that could avoid the need to bring them to a
shelter. Lookout now operates five Outreach teams: 2 in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside, another in the Mount
Pleasant area and 1 each in New Westminster and on the North Shore.
Total Unique # People Served
New/ Reopened Files in Year
# Known HIV/AIDS infected
# At High Risk of HIV/AIDS

Outreach Services
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One of Lookout’s greatest strengths remains our ability to support people across the shelter, transitional housing,
residential, outreach and Drop In programs and help them whether they need just one type of support or many. We
work as team, backing each other up in order to provide services to a wide range of individuals and families. The
majority of our clientele live with significant physical, mental, emotional and behavioural challenges that make it very
difficult for them to meet their own needs. Often they are extremely marginalized.
Despite spending 10% fewer hours, 15,341 hours from 17,116 last year, our Outreach teams managed to provide
service to 30% more people - 3,940 unique individuals up from 2,804 last year. The fewer hours result from Fraser
Health funding cutbacks that eliminated Outreach positions at the Cliff. With fewer hours, the number of
referrals/contacts was also down - 24,123 from 30,587 last year and 36,054 from 2 years ago. The increase in
people results from greater collaboration helping people sleeping rough and increased desperation. Seems that
we are now spending less time with more people as the demand for our services grows. Our effectiveness
however, is impacted, the ratio of referrals/contacts to individuals decreased to 6.1, almost half of 11
referrals/contacts per person a year ago. This demonstrates the need for more staff to best meet their needs.

HIV/AT RISK COMPARISON
OUTREACH PROGRAMS
2012 / 2013 / 2014
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One dramatic change is a large increase in
number of people known to be HIV infected –
368 from 205, a 79.5% increase, bucking the
national trend of reduced infection rates. Some
individuals are feeling more comfortable in
disclosing their status to staff, partially because
HIV isn’t the threat it used to be, but more likely
because of our expanded harm reduction
activities, e.g. pipe supplies. At the same time,
the folks at risk of HIV/AIDS increased to 1,109
from 908, an increase of 22%.

Other significant service increases include: number of people (571) served with physical disability – up 121% from
258 last year; helping people with pensions up 186% to 737 (or 18% of all outreach clientele served this year!)
Advocating for, engaging with or simply supporting people access services is one of the most critical roles that
Outreach excels at – especially with their mobility and relationships. Psychiatric services and addiction treatment
services are often the most difficult to engage/sustain, and we increased in those services as well, most noticeably
in addiction services (up 45% to 2,287 from 1,580. Interventions with income assistance +35%, and involvement
with police is down 15%.

Total Unique # People Served
New/ Reopened Files in Year
# Known HIV/AIDS infected
# At High Risk of HIV/AIDS
# Referrals / Contacts Made:
Psychiatric Services
Income Assistance
Pension (OAP, CPP, Union, etc.)
Addiction Services
Physical Handicap
Mental Handicap
Involved Police
Care Facilities

346
1,383
563
265
755
7,706
755
1,207
298
1,056
236
279
73
37

LivingRoom
322
53
24
36
4,579
161
131
26
166
180
11
5
38

Cliff
Russell
912
267
49
121
3,273
220
723
320
381
39
74
42
20

Yukon
673
275
25
153
3,202
112
504
53
361
102
30
11
2

North
Shore
650
240
5
44
5,363
64
388
40
323
14
2
16
4

Total
3,940
1,398
368
1,109
24,123
1,312
2,953
737
2,287
571
396
147
101
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Outreach has the responsibility to follow up on people who have been housed after staying in our shelters or being
placed by Outreach into homes. Follow-ups can be a particular challenge as people are still caught in the difficulties
of street life or trying to sustain stable living on very low incomes or simply wish to live without any further contact
with the “system” than absolutely necessary. These folk don’t wish any follow up on the outcome of their shelter
stay or support from Outreach. Despite this, 711 disclosed they were housed, and of those who agreed to follow
up, 292 remained housed at 3 months, and 205 at 6 months. This is excellent outcomes given the complexity of
their health, social needs and their independence. At both 3 & 6 months we found 91 & 92 respectively not
housed. At both 3 & 6 months, 242 & 184 person’s respectively either declined follow up or couldn’t be contacted.
Record keeping is an important part of our work, taking up 11% of our time in the last year (down from 16% last
year). We have increased our use of HIFIS to keep track of information and that allows better communication to
flow between shelter case planners and Outreach, helping each to improve service to the individual. However, in
our work, whether Case Planning or Outreach, it isn't so much about the numbers of things we do as it is the depth
of engagement, support and follow-up – "qualitative" cannot be easily made “quantitative”. What we do notice is
the significant increase of information that is being recorded – all very helpful for others who may provide case
planning and support in shelters or residential programs.
At times, we are called upon by other Lookout programs for simple services such as transport or escort to critical
appointments when no other transportation option is available. As well, we may help move people into housing
from both within and outside of shelters, often helping to set them up with any donated furnishings that they may
need. Lookout is fortunate that we receive many donated furnishings such as beds, tables, chairs, etc. that can be
given to help set up people in their new homes. In these cases, we are often the movers!!! It is a continual battle
between the ever escalating price of gas and balancing any potential successes that can occur if we can help
someone housed or get them to an interview or appointment on time.
Of the 122 outreach clients who completed the satisfaction survey, 95% reported that staff helped them assist
services or resources, 97% felt supported through Outreach advocacy and 83% felt Outreach would help if they had
problems holding on to their housing. However, only 58% overall reported that Outreach helped them move into
housing, dramatically highlighting that the availability of affordable housing (& Outreach help into it!) diminishes
the further away from Downtown Vancouver: Downtown (84%), LivingRoom (73%), Yukon (71%), New Westminster
(36%) and North Shore (27%).
Following are highlights from each of the Outreach teams. Full reports are available from our Admin office.

DOWNTOWN (346) OUTREACH

Michelle Raufeisen, Program Site Manager

Downtown Outreach is located in Al Mitchell Place (formerly known as Downtown Housing Centre), co-located with
the Shelter and the Hazelton Transitional Housing in the Downtown Eastside. It has dedicated HIV focus to take a
proactive role in reducing the risk of spread of HIV especially for individuals who are challenged with mental illness,
addictions, chronic health conditions or combinations of any or all. The team together ensures that people who face
multi-barriers are still well served.
This Outreach team continues to work with individuals who face multiple barriers to services and especially
housing, as well as those involved in high risk behaviours that put them at risk of HIV. This year, the four HIV
funded Outreach positions were eliminated (includes one at the LivingRoom) in recognition of the ending of the HIV
crisis. Lookout was successful, however, in being awarded a Contract with two Housing Outreach Workers that are
dedicated to housing and support of HIV infected individuals. This team started in April 2014 and is integrated with
a VCH medical team and Raincity Outreach. In 2013-14 the Downtown Outreach team assisted 1,383 unique
individuals, an increase of 30% over past year despite spending 20% fewer hours (4,793) of direct service and
making 25% fewer contacts (7,706).
Downtown Outreach thanks the Jang family for managing the residential roominghouse; Pender Residence where
Outreach’s daily visits to provide support building tenants is exchanged for access to all 18 units for Lookout clients.
Refer to the Pender Residence report in the Permanent Housing section.
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LIVINGROOM DROP IN OUTREACH

Sharon Caragata, Community Services Manager

LivingRoom Outreach is located within Lookout’s LivingRoom Drop In Centre. It has a dedicated HIV focus to take a
proactive role in reducing the risk of spread of HIV especially for mentally ill individuals who are challenged with
addictions, chronic health conditions or combinations of any or all. The team together ensures that the people who
face multi-barriers are still well served.
The LivingRoom Outreach team assisted 322 unique individuals (a 54% increase over last year) provided 2,320
hours of direct service (+34%) and made 4,579 contacts (+29%). These increases at the Drop In are likely due to
greater complexity in needs of our clientele, many of whom are living with concurrent disorders such as mental
illness, addiction and more frequently, physical health and age related illnesses.
As reported earlier, one of the four eliminated HIV funded Outreach positions was at the LivingRoom. As of April
2014, only one Outreach Worker remains at the LivingRoom and will partner with other local Outreach Workers.
Traditionally, the LivingRoom has been the donation collection and dispersal point and their Outreach team
frequently offered additional support to clients of the whole Society. Providing donations of good quality
household goods and furniture to individuals helps to enhance their sense of “home” and improves their chances of
remaining housed. With a lone Outreach Worker, this will be difficult but all Lookout teams are pulling together to
provide these services as best they are able.

NEW WESTMINSTER OUTREACH

Dave Brown, Community Services Manager

Our Outreach Team in New Westminster started in 2003 thanks to funding from Fraser Health Authority. It was
established due to the high health risk faced by local homeless individuals. Outreach is responsible to reach out to
the absolute homeless in New West to address this primary determinant of health. The New Westminster Outreach
Team was expanded in 2009 with BC Housing funding recognizing the increased homeless population. Services were
impacted significantly with Fraser Health eliminating their support to the Outreach service, ending outreach at the
Cliff Block. Service is now offered from one location, the Russell Housing Centre. As a condition of BC Housing
funding, our New West Outreach also conducts follow up from Lookout’s shelter housing placements to track
success and provide assistance to those struggling to keep their homes. Our New West Outreach provides additional
support to the Extreme Weather services in Burnaby.
Services to the homeless were impacted significantly with Fraser Health Authority elimination of the outreach
component of services at the Cliff Block. Layoff’s occurred and a number of staffing changes occurred as a result.
Despite this, we still have two and a half workers who are each passionate and fully committed to the homeless
people we serve. Seniors, women, families, working poor, new Canadians face an increasing challenge to health,
wellness and safe, affordable housing. Pensions are reducing, benefits are reducing, markets are changing, supply
and demand issues create increased costs for basic needs, medications, medical services, etc. Outreach workers are
required to learn new strategies, techniques and to upgrade their training at a much increased level as a result. This
year our team spent 2,830 hours of direct service and served 912 clients: 41% more than the previous year (648)
despite the layoffs. However, there are 17% fewer contacts this year – 3,273 vs. 3,930, resulting from the reduced
staffing. The trend of increasing complexity in the needs amongst the people we serve continues. This has taken
significantly more time especially for individuals challenged both by significant poverty and health conditions.
Outreach remains the lead in supporting “I’s on the Street”, a partnership program between Lookout, New West
Mental Health, Union Gospel Mission, and others. “I’s” is a work therapy enterprise which engages homeless
individuals and unemployed people with mental health issues through an on-going street cleaning and sidewalk
maintenance project in downtown lower New Westminster with the belief that there is inherent dignity in any
useful work that contributes to the community and that dispirited people, especially, can rebuild self-respect by
engaging in that work. The program is such a success that expansion into the upper areas is being considered.
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NORTH SHORE OUTREACH

Linda Fox, Program Site Manager

The North Outreach Team is co-located within the North Housing Centre in North Vancouver with the Shelter and
the Transitional Housing. This linking of services helps in many fundamental ways: bridging people into the shelter,
assisting people move out of the shelter, and providing advocacy at resource locations as needed. We have a
supplement program attached to the team, thanks to funding from BC Housing. This enables us to assist people
with rent or other necessities so they can be successful in finding more affordable housing locally.
This year North Shore Outreach saw a 65% increase in the number of people served (650 vs. just 393 last year) with
5,363 total contacts in 3,255 total hours spent. One of the major reasons for the huge increase was a major new
initiative of Coastal Health: a chronic disease Clinic as part of the High Needs Clinic. This was established to meet
the needs of people who are marginalized and not attached to a doctor, deflecting people from the expensive
unnecessary use of emergency wards. Homeless individuals are particularly affected by this, as many suffer from
severe mental health, addiction and other health concerns. The roll out was in partnership with a variety of
members of the North Shore Homeless Task Force representing underserved populations including seniors, youth,
adults, families, singles, person’s living with mental illness, addictions, chronic disease, often with concurrent
disorders. Our Outreach team spends time three days per week at the clinic, connecting to significant numbers of
homeless/at risk individuals, linking to appropriate services. Working in the partnership has increased our ability to
reach far more of those at risk in the community. Vancouver Coastal Health has indicated that the clinic has
reduced the amount of acute care beds used by the homeless population from 18% to 0% at Lions Gate hospital.
Over recent years we have seen an increase in number of HIV positive clients from to 5 this year from 3 two years
ago. The number of clients at risk of HIV also has increased from just 1 (2 years ago) to 37 (a year ago) to 44 this
year (19% more). Addiction has also become a greater issue with 323 clients dealing with addiction this year, 40%
more than the 231 a year ago! These increases are likely due to stronger relationships and increased comforts
levels so that clients are more willing to share information, especially with the partnership of the new Health
Connection Clinic.

YUKON OUTREACH

Dave Suttie, Program Site Manager

Co-located within the Yukon Shelter, the Yukon Shelter Outreach Team was initiated in 2009 thanks to BC Housing
funding and provide 7 day-a-week coverage with two Outreach Workers each day. As a condition of BC Housing
funding, Yukon Outreach also conducts follow up from Lookout’s Yukon Shelter housing placements to track success
and provide assistance to those struggling to keep their homes.
Yukon Outreach has been busy, operating for its third full year! This year we’ve had a number of personnel changes
within the team, primarily because of the downsizing of Outreach services within Lookout due to funding cuts.
Despite not having full staffing, the team increased the numbers served to 673, up 37% from 490 last year and 456
the year before. This is primarily because the street outreach now sees about 100 people per month while
routinely seeking people sleeping rough in Mount Pleasant area. There has also been a drive for improved
statistical tracking, which the team speculates may have resulted in under reporting for the prior year.
Like other Outreach teams, Yukon Outreach has the responsibility of following up on people who have been housed
by Outreach or in our shelter, given that the person approves us doing the follow up! Many of the shelter and
outreach individuals agree to follow up early in their stay, but when they move out, they don’t necessarily share
their new home address with us which makes it impossible for the follow up! As well 53 individuals who went into
rehab treatment centres and, by law, the treatment centres cannot release the whereabouts of our clientele. Of
the 242 shelter users who were placed in housing, agreed to let us do follow ups and we could contact, 71 (29%)
remained housed after 3 months and 43 (18%) after 6 months. Both periods had fewer individuals but higher
percentages of those we contacted when compared to last year’s findings.

LIVINGROOM DROP IN ACTIVITY CENTRE
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Sharon Caragata, Community Services Manager
April 2014

The LivingRoom Drop In offers people living with mental illness a variety of structured and
unstructured programs that foster participation, build relationships, develop self confidence
and improve self esteem. It provides a safe and secure environment in the Downtown
Eastside, particularly for people with serious and persistent mental illness. Members may
not be formally involved in the mental health system and may have few life skills, support
connections, access to advocacy or socialization opportunities. It remains Lookout’s only
program with a restricted mandate to assist people. The LivingRoom was founded in 1993
by a partnership between St. James Community Services, Strathcona Mental Health and
Lookout, to provide mentally ill individuals living in the Downtown Eastside a welcoming
low-barrier home and hearth that was not available in the Single Room Occupancy Hotels
that the majority lived in. The LivingRoom provides its members with a dedicated space, reduced evictions,
hence reducing homelessness, significantly.
This was the 21st year of operation of the LivingRoom and the program continues to evolve to accommodate
the changing needs of its members and employs creative problem solving techniques to
contend with budgetary constraints.

LivingRoom
The LivingRoom Drop in is open 365 days a year, with the primary goal of providing a safe
Drop In
supportive atmosphere for our members. We achieve this by offering members a full range of
membership
services and activities. Members accessed the LivingRoom drop in 40,879 times this past year.
Because physical health is a major area of concern for our members, we have offered a food
2013-14
program. Historically the food program has been one of the LivingRoom’s most popular, and
this year was no exception. Our dedicated kitchen staff have done much work to revamp our
program to better meet the nutritional needs of our clientele. With 59,525 meals served in this
12-month period, we had an increase of 7,000 meals (13%). served over last fiscal year. Food is
prepared daily by staff and member volunteers during the week and by community volunteers on weekends. We
gratefully acknowledge the contributions made by Food Runners; they provided us with 61,890 lbs. of donated food
from March 31, 2013 – April 1, 2014, the estimated value of which was $154,725!

2,920

Volunteers – The LivingRoom has been truly fortunate to have had the assistance of a wide range of
wonderful volunteers throughout the year. This year we had individuals volunteer 3,827 times with the

LivingRoom, contributing 8,260 hours of total time! This includes LivingRoom members who volunteered 1,713
times for a total of 3,021 hours, assisting primarily with light janitorial duties. As well 58 community volunteers
provided help in the following areas: computer tutorials, activities, light janitorial and maintenance chores and
kitchen help. We had 31 court ordered community volunteers and 6 kitchen volunteers, who provided 1,764 hours
of service. In addition we had 20 different groups with a total attendance of 1,273 individuals that provided
weekend meals to our members. The weekend food groups prepared 120 meals for 12,480 attendees, more than
double since 2007/08!! With all this help, staff are able to accomplish more for the members. We wish to take this
opportunity to thank the following groups for their invaluable assistance: our court ordered volunteers, our member
volunteers and the following “food groups”: Art of Living, Mayuri Group, Reiyukai International ,Sri Baba, Friends,
Enspire Foundation, Orion Health, ITRIB Canada and SFU Students for Unity . . . plus all other individuals who
volunteered a little or a lot—Thank-you!
The LivingRoom is always looking for receptive volunteers to help, especially in the following areas: computer or
literacy education/training, janitorial and light maintenance, kitchen volunteers, and activities and entertainment.
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Membership - The LivingRoom’s currently has 2,920 members who made 59,536 visits to the Drop In this year, this
represents a 40% increase in member attendance from last year. Advocacy for our members is critical. The total
number of advocacy contacts by our dedicated staff was 33,076, with the 5 most frequently accessed services
shown in the table below.
Living Room Primary Areas of Advocacy/Service
2013 - 20134

6,000

# Contacts/Interventions

5,598
4,500

3,000

3,738
2,982
2,018

1,500
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Family/relationships

Mental Health

Substance Abuse

Medication admin

2,276

Housing

Contacts (interactions of over 15 minutes in duration) may include: crisis intervention, multiple areas of advocacy
including housing, legal, financial, substance abuse, family relationships, medical/dental, vocational, food/nutrition
issues, medication administration and referrals to other resources. This work takes up a considerable amount of
staff time, especially with regards to mental health advocacy.
Access to affordable housing continues to be a challenging issue for our members, especially housing with
appropriate in- house supports. Frustratingly, housing is becoming even more difficult to find considering rising
property values, increased rental rates, gentrification and applicant waitlists as long as 5years for affordable,
supported housing.
The LivingRoom provides an atmosphere rich in opportunity for members to enhance their social and life skills, which
in turn contributes to members’ ability to maintain a stable living situation. This is achieved through a variety of
structured and unstructured activities. Over 3,600 activities were offered to our members either through Lookout’s
Activity Worker or by the LivingRoom staff and volunteers. Our leisure, life skills, social and recreational activities had
participation 37,555 times: which is up only slightly from last year. Some additional activities included a community
kitchen program in which members learned to prepare various delicious, nutritious meals from scratch and then eat
their creations!
Outings, activities and nutritious meals create such a positive
and qualitative difference in our members’ overall health and
outlook that we are driven to continue our efforts to expand
and enhance these programs. All told this year, we offered 863
meal sessions, 1,891 life skill events, and 22,138 leisure activity
sessions. All categories are up significantly from last year, with
more than double the number of leisure activities offered and
attended over last year. The following graphic details the fore
mentioned information.
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# of
# of
# of
# of
Sessions Attendances Activities
Sessions Attendances
Activities
Basic Needs
873
59,536 Community Kitchen - seniors - 45 & up
4
34
Meals
863
59,525 Show Offs - Knowledge test
113
5,597
Laundry
7
8 Leisure
1,178
22,138
Showers
3
3 Bingo
47
1,225
Life Skills
1,891
15,417 Cards/Games/Video Games/Darts
329
5,124
All Volunteers
806
4,015 Movie
123
2,642
Computer Studies
55
211 Arts and Crafts
38
205
PAC
8
107 Birthday
12
64
Creative Writing
9
28 Outings
70
465
Senior Outing
10
46
Exercise/walks/Yoga/Thai
76
701
Chi/Happy Feet
180
1,168 Music/Karaokee/Dance
Hygiene
329
2,007 Televised Events
63
943
Documentary
44
611 Special Event
14
425
N.A. Meetings (narcotics anonymous)
33
142 Computer usage - CAP program
359
10,133
Harm Reduction
279
1234 Women's Group
21
146
Community Kitchen - all members
31
263 Seniors Group
1
19

Going Green - The LivingRoom continues its efforts to reduce our carbon footprint. We have successfully made the
transition away from disposable dishware and members are invested in this initiative.
Donation Program -The LivingRoom continues to refine its donation program protocols by making it easier for all
Lookout staff to access storage areas within the building that contain donated furniture, clothing, electronics,
bedding and household goods to give to Lookout clients in need.
Member Satisfaction -Each year the members are surveyed to get a statistical overview of how the LivingRoom is
meeting their expectations and what changes they would like to see. The LivingRoom is pleased to report that 94% of
the membership rated the LivingRoom’s programming and services as good, excellent or fair. Members voiced their
appreciation of the expanded leisure programs this year as well as the menu changes in the food program. They
would still like to see more outings that get them out of the DTES. We asked members to express what the
LivingRoom means to them, what follows is some of those responses:
“The food, the staff are nice, and the fun outings and the movies” -Anon

“It is a very good place to be, safe, entertaining, helpful, very friendly staff” - Anon

“Without being able to come here the last 7 years, my life would not
have been as manageable as it is now” –B.F.D.
“I feel equal to other people here” –Anon
“I get to meet different people every day! I like to see the friendly staff and the free stuff”
–Carol

“They have lots of activity programs that we can access. Just ask for help,
LivingRoom is a good drop in, great staff” - Anon
“I like the snacks, bread, vegetables trips and support” – Anon
“It is safe for me to come and see my friends and the awesome st
staff. Coming here
and being a member here for a very long time helped my mental health and my
depression. I’m so grateful…” - Rose
The year ahead will no doubt have new challenges both for our members and staff. But through the creativity and
resilience of both groups and the shared desire to make the LivingRoom “all that it can be” I am confident that we will
continue to improve on our successes and learn from our mistakes.

ACCOMMODATION SUPPLEMENT PROGRAM
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Sharon Caragata, Acting Community Services Manager
June, 2014

For the past 21 years (since 1993) the Accommodation Supplement Program has been
improving the housing prospects for people on low incomes who live with serious mental
health challenges in the Downtown Eastside. The Program allows individuals with a
persistent mental health history to receive a maximum of $75.00 per month towards their
shelter costs and can also be applied to upgrading their amenities with telephone,
cooking capabilities and cable, etc. Funded by Vancouver Coastal Health, the program
has an annual budget of $18,000 for eligible individuals sponsored by various agencies
such as MPA, Raincity (formerly Triage), Lookout, Strathcona Mental Health and
*ACT/Bridging. VISU and 1st United Church also sponsor clients on occasions when the
former agencies are unable to fully utilize their allotted supplements.
This subsidy program is administered by the LivingRoom Drop In/Activity Centre and continues to be of benefit to
people who are struggling to cover basic living costs, especially considering the rise in housing expenses. The
subsidy allows local Downtown Eastside residents coping with mental illness to afford better living conditions that
contribute positively to their overall mental health, adding stability in their lives.
At the 13/14 fiscal year end, $18,013.36 was paid out in subsidies. 35 individuals (29 men and 6 women) received
the monthly subsidy this year. The average size of subsidy per month is $59.00. The majority of the subsidies were
applied directly to rent. A small portion of subsidies were applied to telephone bills and a meal program included in
the recipient’s rent. The following agencies used monthly supplements:
AGENCY NAME
Lookout
Rain City
MPA
Riverview Act/Bridging
SMHT
VISU

# OF RECIPIENTS
12
6
4
1
6
4

TOTAL PERCENTAGE
34 %
17 %
11.5 %
3%
17 %
11.5 %

First Church

2

6%

Some people required assistance for only a few months, while others continue to need a financial supplement for
longer periods of time. 42% of the recipients have been on the program 2 years or less, 29% for the past 2 to 5
years, and 29% for the past 5 to 10 years as this is the only way that they are able to maintain affordable housing
that best meets their needs.
24 people were carried over from the prior fiscal year, 11 were added during the year. A total of 8 people left the
program this year. Of those that left, 4 moved out of the region, 2 moved to cheaper rent, 1 was transferred to
hospital and sadly 1 deceased at the end of December. At year end, 28 people were receiving an Accommodation
Supplement.
The Program will continue into 2014-15 to assist mentally ill people, who consider the DTES their preferred
community to live, enabling them to lead healthier lives and reside in safer living conditions.
*NOTE: Act Bridging has terminated, however the clients they referred to the Accommodation Supplement Program continue to receive a subsidy.
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Unfortunately we do not have the room to list all of our wonderful donors.
Without their support we would not be able to offer the supplies, services and enhancements
that have a profound benefit to our clientele.

We appreciate the wonderful generosity of:
Anton’s Restaurant
Blue Horizon Hotel
Blue Sea Philanthropy Inc.
Bob & Brenda McGill
Brenda Hogg
Buy Low (Kingsgate Mall)
Celebrate North Shore Society
Chapman Land Surveying Ltd.
Clara Hartree Realty Ltd.
Daniel Steinberg
Delta Hotels
Docusystems Inc.
Don Vicic
Dr. S.L. Wiebe
Elaine Sheppard
Fluor Canada
Fortis BC
Frances Bickerstaff
Frederick Kranz
Gladys Whyte

Graham Lawrey
Gurveer Pabla
GWIL Crane Services Division
H.Y. Louie Company Ltd.
Hannah-Rachel Production
Services Ltd.
Hollyburn Country Club
Leva Wool
Jeremy Waldman
Joe Campbell
John Cameron
Jorge Da Luz
JTI-Macdonald Corp.
Judy Taylor
June Morris
Kathryn Lester
Margaret W. Newton
McMillan LLP
MMD Murals & More Décor Inc.
Mount Seymour United Church
Nadine Loewen

No Limits Sportswear Inc.
Pacific Spirit Children’s Choir
Penny Mitchell
Plus Computer Solutions Ltd.
Pond Psychotherapy Ltd.
Reel Causes Society
Salvation Army/Harbour Light
ScotiaBank
St. Andrews United Church
Women
Supernatural 5 Films Inc.
Susan Yurkovich
Telus
The Killing Productions Ltd.
Tomorrow People Films
Transmission Holdings Inc.
Trumps Food Interest Ltd.
Urban Impact
Vancity
Yyoung Wellbeing

 EXTRA SPECIAL THANKS TO 
Active Fire
Ameresco
Choices Market
Craig Newsholme
Darwin Construction
Dundarave Festival of Lights
GBL Architects Inc.
Harper Grey LLP
Hockey Helps the Homeless

Karen Mills
Fluor Canada
Ken McNaughton
Kindred Construction Ltd.
Lohn Foundation
Mackay LLP
MariaMarina Foundation
Matra Construction
Nester’s Market

Raising The Roof
Starbucks (various locations)
Sundance Guest Ranch
Vancouver Food Bank/Runners
The Phyliss & Irving Snider
Foundation
Warren J.A. Mitchell
We Love Van Water Inc.
Whole Foods Market

. . . and the hundreds of individuals who dropped off sleeping bags, blankets, warm winter clothing
and furniture for those moving into their new home!

